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INTRODUCTION

When President Obama descended to the tarmac for his last official visit to China in early September, 2016, the international news story was not just about the two global powers’ complex relationship, nor about the sweeping climate change accord that Obama and his Chinese counterpart would soon sign. Instead, headlines were diverted to a subplot. For what seasoned correspondents said was the first time they could remember in years of travelling with U.S. presidents, Obama’s travelling press corps was barred from seeing and photographing the President’s disembarkation from the plane.¹ The journalists were kept back behind a taut rope, with anyone who tried to duck under it harshly rebuked by Chinese security agents.² At one point, when a White House official attempted to intervene on behalf of the White House press corps, a Chinese official responded, “This is our country. This is our airport.”³ The unprecedented level of media controls were maintained throughout the visit, with a promised half-dozen slots for journalists to record Obama and Xi taking a walk reduced to just two reporters.⁴

In the last three decades, China has undergone the fastest urbanization process in history, presided over the rise of hundreds of millions of its citizens out of poverty, and become the second-largest economy in the world after the United States. Foreign journalists trickled into mainland China in the late 1970s, after Deng Xiaoping implemented economic reforms and opened the country up to the world. Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, ambitious journalists—many of whom were fluent in Chinese and well versed in Chinese history and politics—descended on Beijing and Shanghai to cover one of the world’s most dynamic stories. Today, China draws journalists from the world’s largest and most influential news organizations, with nearly 700 accredited foreign journalists from more than 50 different countries.⁵ These foreign reporters serve a vital role, reporting on the political, social and economic stories with a degree of candor that would endanger the livelihoods and lives of Chinese journalists. For even as China has modernized its economy and opened up to the world, the government’s commitment to strict domestic censorship, both online and off, has remained steadfast and its methods of control both powerful and innovative.

The situation for mainland Chinese journalists (not to mention lawyers, academics and activists) continues to deteriorate under President Xi Jinping, who came to power in 2012 as general secretary of the Communist Party.⁶ The Chinese government has long used a combination of surveillance, legal restrictions and financial incentives to either directly control local media or encourage self-censorship.⁷ Xi Jinping has gone further in his attempt to consolidate his power and curb dissent in any form, leading some to compare his tactics to Mao Zedong’s political purges. In February 2016, Xi conducted a well-publicized tour of the country’s largest state media organizations, ordering their journalists to pledge absolute loyalty to the Communist Party.⁸ In July, the Chinese government adopted a strict approach to enforcing a previously poorly enforced decree banning online companies from doing their own original news reporting.⁹ Chinese commentators, reporters and publishers are increasingly forbidden from reporting on stories the government considers “sensitive,” such as the country’s stock market crash of 2015.¹⁰ China now ranks 176 out of 180 countries in the most recent Press Freedom Index compiled by Reporters Without Borders.¹¹ China is also among the world’s biggest jailers of journalists. In 2015 it had the worst record globally, with 49 journalists behind bars, according to the Committee to Protect Journalists.¹² Even Chinese news outlets that used to be outspoken have now been effectively contained, according to media experts.¹³

As the crackdown on domestic media continues, the Chinese government has also strengthened its control over the country’s narrative externally by sending more Chinese state media reporters abroad, buying radio stations internationally—at least 33 radio stations in 14 countries are now owned by state broadcaster China Radio International—and establishing start-up news media companies abroad that look and feel like independent news organizations but are in fact controlled by the Chinese Communist Party.¹⁴ In addition, the Communist Party increasingly uses state
media not only to burnish its image, but also to attack its critics. State media outlets publish a steady stream of news stories and “expert” opinion pieces aimed at discrediting human rights lawyers and other activists. The Communist Party complements these derogative pieces with negative cartoons and video footage aimed at both domestic and foreign audiences. Foreign journalists have also been increasingly targeted by the state media and accused of being agents of their governments or holding biased views toward China.

PEN America is gravely concerned by the Chinese government’s growing efforts to muzzle the foreign press. As this report will demonstrate, foreign journalists face more restrictions now than at any other time in recent history on their freedom to report from the world’s most populous country. In its most recent survey in 2015, the Foreign Correspondents’ Club of China (FCCC), a Beijing-based professional organization for foreign journalists representing reporters from over 40 nations, reported that 96 percent of respondents said conditions for foreign journalists working in China almost never meet international press freedom standards. Thirty-three percent said working conditions had deteriorated, and 44 percent said conditions were about the same as in the previous year. Not a single respondent said conditions had improved since the previous year. In the 2013 and 2014 survey, 70 percent and 80 percent of respondents, respectively, reported that conditions had worsened or stayed the same.

The constricted situation for foreign journalists working in China poses a threat to press freedom rights and therefore to the world’s understanding of this rising power and its global influence. Foreign journalists reporting in China provide an essential service, informing the world about the individuals, ideas, developments and trends shaping the world’s fastest growing economy, largest single-country population and second-largest military power. Information gleaned and analyzed by foreign journalists forms the basis for critical decisions in investment, diplomacy, global security, trade and the environment. Given the strict controls on government information, domestic journalism and academic scholarship, the world has limited alternative sources that can compensate for gaps and blind spots in international news coverage of China. Moreover, foreign journalism provides an essential window for Chinese citizens eager to access information about their country and curious to understand how China is understood globally. Despite tight controls on information access, the use of virtual private networks, travel abroad, and other avenues help ensure that foreign coverage of China does permeate inside, offering at least some Chinese citizens an alternative to information and vantage points proffered by their government. The vital importance of foreign news coverage for both Chinese citizens and for the rest of the world underscores the risks posed by an increasingly restrictive press freedom environment.
OUTLINE AND METHODOLOGY

This report aims to document and analyze the challenges foreign journalists in China have faced since Xi Jinping came to power in late 2012.

This report begins with a brief summary of Chinese law and international human rights law, highlighting the obligations of the Chinese government to uphold press freedoms. This analysis includes a discussion of Chinese regulations affecting foreign journalists; regulations affecting Chinese access to foreign media; and regulations affecting foreign media and Chinese internet access.

The second section of the report outlines topics, such as stories about the wealth of top leaders and their families, which can trigger negative reactions from the Chinese authorities against foreign journalists. The third section presents two case studies—one on Bloomberg News and the other on The New York Times—that illustrate the Chinese government’s negative response to, and repercussions against, critical foreign reporting.

The fourth section of the report outlines the various pressures that foreign journalists and foreign media face. This includes the harassment that journalists themselves may face: visa denials, monitoring, restrictions of press freedoms and a hostile atmosphere. As well, Chinese news assistants can be targeted for their work with foreign media, as can sources who speak to foreign journalists. Foreign media companies can face not only China’s “Great Firewall”—its system of online censorship—but also cyber-attacks and other forms of monitoring. The final section of the report comprises an analysis of the way foreign media may choose to respond to these pressures, and what variables may affect their response. This section includes information on how Reuters has increased the time and effort put into seeking Chinese government responses to sensitive stories—a move some of its employees consider to hinder timely reporting. The section also explains the difference in what foreign media outlets publish in Chinese versus English.

This report is based on a review of news stories and reports from non-governmental organizations, as well as in-depth interviews with 42 journalists in Beijing, Shanghai, Hong Kong and elsewhere who cover China now or who have covered the country in the last few years. PEN America also interviewed media experts and several Chinese news assistants to foreign media outlets. PEN America conducted interviews primarily in person but sometimes via Skype, mobile telephone, WhatsApp or email. All interviews were conducted between February and early September 2016. Many foreign journalists requested anonymity, either because they did not have permission from their organizations to give interviews, or (in at least two cases) because they feared that appearing in this report could jeopardize their resident journalist visas. All of the Chinese news assistants who spoke to PEN America requested anonymity because they were concerned the Chinese authorities would place them under greater scrutiny or make their jobs more difficult. Given the serious concerns of those who requested anonymity, we have left out identifying information for many of our interview sources.

Additionally, PEN America reached out to foreign media outlets and to various Chinese government agencies. While several media outlets responded, we received no response from the Chinese government. This information is further detailed in the Report Appendix.
KEY FINDINGS

• Stories most likely to trigger reprisals from the Chinese authorities are those the Chinese government perceives to be critical of the Chinese economy or top officials. In meetings with international news organizations, Chinese government officials have increasingly demanded “balanced coverage” of economic issues. However, access to accurate and up-to-date economic data necessary to discern trends and assess economic conditions is becoming more difficult. And previously available expert sources on economic and business issues are less willing to share information or opinions with foreign media for fear of government reprisal.

• The Chinese government’s campaign to stifle dissent from lawyers, journalists and bloggers, feminists, labor activists, and ethnic minorities since Xi Jinping came to power in 2012 has made many Chinese citizens—especially those with government connections—increasingly reluctant to serve as sources for international media.

• Chinese officials increasingly perceive the foreign media as biased against China, and officials often view journalists from countries such as the United States, Britain, France and other democracies as fronts for their governments.

• The general working environment is becoming more difficult for foreign journalists to navigate. This can be seen through the aggression demonstrated by certain officials and security officers in their treatment of foreign journalists and news assistants.

• In response to pressure from China, some foreign media outlets appear to refrain from publishing stories on their Chinese language websites that would anger the Chinese government.
LEGAL AND REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT FOR FOREIGN MEDIA IN CHINA

The Right to Freedom of the Press Under International Law

Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights establishes that the right to freedom of opinion and of expression includes the freedom “to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.” Article 19 of the Declaration is widely acknowledged to constitute customary international law.

Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) contains a similar codification of the right to freedom of expression, including the right to freedom of the press. The United Nations Human Rights Committee, the body that provides authoritative interpretations of the ICCPR’s provisions, has explicitly recognized the value of a free press to an open society:

“A free, uncensored, and unhindered press or other media is essential in any society to ensure freedom of opinion and expression and the enjoyment of other Covenant rights. It constitutes one of the cornerstones of a democratic society. ... The free communication of information and ideas about public and political issues between citizens, candidates, and elected representatives is essential. This implies a free press and other media able to comment on public issues without censorship or restraint and to inform public opinion. The public also has a corresponding right to receive media output.”

The United Nations Human Rights Committee has affirmed that the right to freedom of expression, as present in the ICCPR, protects both the dissemination of news and the process of newsgathering. The Committee has also noted that freedom of the press applies broadly, as journalism may be performed not only by professional full-time reporters, but also by “bloggers and others who engage in forms of self-publication in print, on the internet, or elsewhere.” It has further acknowledged the increasing importance of online media, urging parties to the ICCPR “to take all necessary steps to foster the independence of these new media and to ensure access of individuals thereto.”

Permissible Restrictions on Freedom of Expression Under the ICCPR

Freedom of expression, including freedom of the press, may be subject to certain restrictions under international law, but these are strictly limited. Limitations on press freedom implemented in the name of protecting public order must satisfy certain conditions, as the Human Rights Committee has explained:

“It is for the State party to demonstrate the legal basis for any restrictions imposed on freedom of expression... When a State party invokes a legitimate ground for restriction of freedom of expression, it must demonstrate in specific and individualized fashion the precise nature of the threat, and the necessity and proportionality of the specific action taken, in particular by establishing a direct and immediate connection between the expression and the threat.”

The Committee has further specified that “[t]he penalization of a media outlet, publishers or journalists solely for being critical of the government or the political social system espoused by the government can never be considered to be a necessary restriction of freedom of expression.”

Under most circumstances, deliberate interference with newsgathering violates international law. According to the Human Rights Committee, restrictions on journalists’ movements are rarely justified, and the Committee has noted specifically that journalists’ access to “conflict-affected locations, the sites of natural disasters and locations where there are allegations of human rights abuses” should not be restricted. Furthermore, the Committee states that attacks against journalists or others involved in monitoring potential abuses of human rights, including physical assaults, arbitrary arrests, threats, and intimidation, should be “vigorously investigated” and the perpetrators should be prosecuted.

China’s Status Under the ICCPR

China became a signatory to the ICCPR in October of 1998. It has not yet ratified the treaty, despite promises to do so, and therefore the ICCPR’s specific provisions are not yet binding on China. However, as a signatory, China has the obligation to act in good faith and to not defeat the purpose of the treaty.

The Right to Freedom of the Press Under Chinese Law

Freedom of the press is a constitutional right within China, with Article 35 of the 1982 Constitution declaring that citizens enjoy freedom of speech and of the press. Despite this, other laws lay out a strict censorship system for publication within China, and carve out broad categories as exempt from—or above—freedom of the press. The Regulation on the Administration of Publishing, introduced by the State Council in 2001, reaffirms the supremacy of basic constitutional principles, including...
press freedoms. Despite this, the Regulation creates a wide series of prohibitions against different types of content. Publications can be prohibited for “harming the unity, sovereignty, and territorial integrity of the country,” “damaging the country’s reputation and interests,” “disrupting the social order,” “harming social morality” or other broad considerations.

To cover topics that affect national security or social stability, Chinese publishers must seek pre-approval from the government. In the late 1990s, the General Administration of Press and Publication (GAPP) released a guide further detailing which topics would routinely be censored: these topics include former or current Chinese leaders, significant historical matters or figures, and ‘problems’ of nationality or religion.

Additional laws passed in recent years—the 2015 Criminal Law, the 2015 National Security Law, and the 2016 Anti-Terrorism Law—have spelled out additional penalties domestic media outlets and social media users may incur for violating vague or broad rules of speech and conduct. The 2015 Criminal Law, for example, states that “fabrication” of reports of danger or natural disasters can be punished by up to three years imprisonment, while the Anti-Terrorism law defines terrorism broadly and prohibits the dissemination of details of terrorist activities that may lead to imitation and of “cruel and inhumane” scenes, raising the concern that it could be used to criminalize publications or political speech. The 2015 National Security law expands the definition of national security, further whittling down the free space for press.

Further, and as discussed within this report, vague criminal provisions such as “picking quarrels and provoking trouble” are regularly used to criminalize free speech or publication.

Chinese Regulations Affecting Foreign Journalists
Foreign journalists and media companies operating in China are subject to regulations that derive from at least six government organizations that operate under the State Council, China’s primary administrative authority. Through these regulations, the Chinese government limits its citizens’ access to foreign news and constrains the ability of foreign correspondents to gather and disseminate information both in and outside of China. The regulations also serve to essentially ban Chinese citizens from working as correspondents for foreign media outlets. Although the first regulation affecting foreigners reporting in China came into effect in 1981, the main regulations in effect today were adopted soon after the 1989 Tiananmen Square massacre. The rules have expanded and evolved to cover the advent of the internet and to reflect the rise in the number of foreign correspondents over the last three decades.

In the spring and summer of 1989, foreign journalists played a vital role in documenting and communicating to the world the Tiananmen Square demonstrations and the People’s Liberation Army’s violent suppression of the protests, during which hundreds of students and ordinary citizens died in and around the square. The foreign coverage fueled widespread international criticism of the government response. Against the backdrop of negative international news coverage of Tiananmen, and in order to better regulate foreign journalists’ activities, in January, 1990, the State Council issued the Regulations on Foreign Journalists and Permanent Offices of Foreign Media Organizations (“the Regulations”), a decree that set out the basic rules for international news organizations and journalists that continue to govern today. The Regulations categorized journalists into long-term resident journalists (those who stay in China for more than six months) and short-term visiting journalists (those who stay for less than six months). The Regulations also established the process for foreign journalists to obtain press credentials, visas, and residency permits. They also kept in place an existing rule that foreign journalists must obtain permission from the government of a particular regional jurisdiction before reporting in that area or before interviewing Chinese citizens within the area.

During China’s bid to host the 2008 Olympic Games, journalist groups and human rights organizations hoped to use the Olympics as leverage to press the Chinese to give reporters broad and unfettered access to cover the games, and to allow open reporting on China thereafter. In its bid, the Chinese government pledged that it would enact reforms to ensure press freedom and human rights in China, and assured the International Olympics Committee that conditions for journalists in China would meet international standards. In January 2007, then Prime Minister Wen Jiabao signed a temporary decree to allow foreign journalists to travel freely within the country and conduct interviews so long as the interviewees gave consent. In October 2008, the State Council promulgated a new regulation—the Regulations on News Coverage by Permanent Offices of Foreign Media Organizations and Foreign Journalist—to replace the 1990 decree and made this provision regarding expanded access permanent. Advocates hoped these measures would open up reporting on China for foreign reporters and make their jobs easier and safer, but Beijing failed to live up to its promises. According to a Human Rights Watch (HRW) report issued in July 2008, foreign reporters said that Chinese officials or their agents continued to harass, threaten or detain them when they attempted to report on stories that would “embarrass the authorities, expose official wrongdoing, or document social unrest.” According to the HRW report, at least ten reporters told the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) they had received death threats and had not received help in investigating these threats. PEN America interviews with long-time China correspondents confirmed these violations and most reporters told PEN
America the change in the regulations never translated into changes in reality. For example, reporters told PEN America that local officials continue to ignore—or are unaware—of the 2008 decree and detain or otherwise harass them when they travel outside Beijing or Shanghai.

And although the 2008 rules lifted some restrictions, they kept intact or added others. For example, the Tibetan Autonomous Region (TAR) was not covered under the new rules, and journalists are still required to apply for permission with the TAR Foreign Affairs Office before entering the region. In addition, as detailed below in this report, the 2008 decree also restricted what Chinese nationals can do for foreign media to “auxiliary work” such as translating, arranging interviews, and organizing trips. Such prohibitions operate to prohibit Chinese nationals working for foreign outlets from holding the title “reporter.”

Chinese Regulations Over Access to Foreign Media
The Chinese government goes to great lengths to limit Chinese consumers’ access to foreign media, imposing strict regulations on publication and dissemination of foreign-generated news within China. To limit access to printed materials, Chinese law bans the publication and printing of foreign newspapers and magazines for sale domestically in China. People in China can only buy a limited selection of imported, high-priced foreign newspapers and magazines through government-sanctioned companies and at selected locations, such as international hotels.

Regulations issued by the State Council bar foreign companies from investing in the “publication of books, newspapers, and periodicals” in China. Foreign news organizations cannot engage in their own publishing activities in China without a Chinese partner. Chinese periodicals can reprint content from foreign periodicals with appropriate copyright licensing and with government approval.

In 2004, officials at the General Administration of Press and Publication (GAPP) announced a change of rules that would allow the printing of some foreign newspapers within China, but would continue to limit their distribution domestically. Some in the foreign media welcomed the announcement, considering it a concession by the Chinese government to the international publishing industry inspired by the upcoming 2008 Beijing Olympic Games. However, the plan was scrapped in 2005 after the “color revolutions” in Ukraine, Georgia and Kyrgyzstan, wherein authoritarian governments were toppled by popular revolts. The head of the GAPP explained to the Financial Times that “the ‘color revolutions’ were a reminder not to let saboteurs into the house and that the door must be closed, so we have closed it temporarily.” To date, the intended plan has not been reinstated.

Foreign Media and Chinese Internet Access
The advent of the internet initially promised to provide Chinese citizens a new, convenient and affordable way to access all manner of information, including foreign news media. However, China has maintained extraordinary levels of control of the internet. China employs the world’s most sophisticated system of internet censorship. Many companies, such as Google and Facebook, do not operate in China, because they cannot or are unwilling to comply with the restrictions. The government often blocks foreign news sites, especially those sites that offer Chinese-language versions. Although some foreign news sources, such as the Financial Times, are readily available (FT Chinese recorded 2.4 million registered readers in China as of August 2015) many other foreign news sites are blocked by China. Journalists and press freedom advocates are also concerned that a new round of restrictive digital media laws will further curtail online access to foreign news.

In February 2016, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) and the State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film, and Television (SAPPRFT) (which resulted from the merger of the GAPP and the State Administration of Radio, Film, and Television) released new rules stipulating that companies and the State Administration of Radio, Film, and Television) released new rules stipulating that companies with foreign ownership of any kind “shall not engage in online publishing services” in China. Under this new provision, foreign-invested companies can, with government approval, work with Chinese companies to produce online content. However, the published content must be hosted on servers inside China, which could subject the content to Chinese censorship and domestic laws. Foreign news outlets’ online publishing activities are currently not technically carried out in China, since their servers are all outside of the mainland. But it is unclear whether the new rules will only be applied to China-based servers or will include sites aimed at users in China. As far as PEN America is aware, no foreign news media outlet has publicly reported new problems since these rules came into effect in March 2016.

In March 2016, the MIIT posted a set of proposed new rules that would require all websites with “network access” in China to have domain names registered in China. Doing so could potentially allow Beijing even greater control over internet access, as only registered—and therefore government-approved—sites would be accessible within China. It is unclear whether this rule would require foreign news organizations to register a separate local Chinese domain for their websites, but advocates worry it could allow the Chinese government more control over the content foreign news media produce for their Chinese audience.
The Chinese government’s system of pre-publication censorship for domestic news clearly indicates that certain subjects are seen as particularly sensitive. Although the Chinese government does not publicly acknowledge any topic of news coverage to be off-limits entirely for foreign news media, journalists told PEN America that particular topics are likely to elicit reprisals from authorities. The most sensitive stories are those that expose the wealth of senior leaders or their families (as outlined below in this report in the case studies of Bloomberg News and The New York Times) as well as stories that describe President Xi Jinping in terms officials deem unflattering.

China-based journalists told PEN America that the Chinese government has become increasingly displeased with the international media’s coverage of President Xi, particularly stories that compare Xi to Mao Zedong or attempt to describe Xi’s domestic support as a cult of personality. “[The government has] become so much more sensitive over the last three years about reporting on the leadership,” said one Beijing-based bureau chief, “particularly about reporting on Xi Jinping. It approaches a kind of Chinese version of lèse-majesté,” the bureau chief concluded, referring to laws that ban insults against a country’s king.

Tom Mitchell, the Beijing Bureau Chief at the Financial Times, told PEN America that in February, after the FT published a story that referred to Xi Jinping as the “core” of the Chinese Communist Party, MOFA officials called one of Mitchell’s colleagues (Mitchell was on leave) and requested the newspaper not refer to Xi using such terminology. The term “core” had, in the minds of Chinese officials, become associated with the claim that Xi was governing based on a cult of personality; such cults of personality are not tolerated within the Communist Party. Mitchell said other news agencies whose articles spoke about Xi as the “core” of the Party were also summoned by MOFA. In fact, foreign media reports discussing Xi as the party’s “core” had actually lifted the term from an article in China’s main state-owned newspaper, People’s Daily, which had used it to describe Xi.

China-based foreign journalists and their news assistants told PEN America that the Chinese economy has become the latest area of coverage to pique Chinese official sensitivities, especially since the stock market crash in the summer of 2015. In meetings with international news organizations, Chinese government officials have increasingly demanded “balanced coverage” on economic issues. Journalists told PEN America that in meetings with high-level officials, the officials would criticize their economic coverage as too pessimistic or unbalanced. “They are very nervous about negative coverage of the economy,” said one bureau chief of a Western new organization.

The first signs that the economy had become a newly sensitive topic appeared in the spring of 2012, after a dip in the Chinese stock market. Many in the financial industry attributed the fall to short sellers who had alarmed investors by using the information from corporate filings to expose questionable Chinese corporate accounting procedures. After the stock market fell, financial analysts, traders and lawyers reported that local branches of the State Administration of Industry and Commerce (SAIC) had begun to limit access to corporate filings. Previously, only lawyers could request the filings, which contained information on company ownership as well as other details, including, sometimes, board members’ addresses and phone numbers. But those lawyers often sold the information to anyone who was interested—most usually traders. The restrictions aimed to curb short selling, but they posed a problem for business and economic reporters, journalists told PEN America. Some media outlets had previously hired lawyers to provide them with corporate filings—Bloomberg News and The New York Times relied heavily on these types of documents when reporting their articles on the wealth of the families of Xi Jinping and Wen Jiabao.

In November 2014, the process for obtaining corporate filings improved somewhat when the SAIC launched the National Company Credit Information System, which put all of the information from corporate registries online, eliminating the need to contact local branches in person.
Previously willing sources, especially government officials and academics, have become less willing to share information or opinions with foreign media for fear of reprisal. And some sources now refuse to speak to foreign reporters at all.

At the time of this report, the system is accessible to internet users both inside and outside of China. However, journalists said that corporate filings they get now are sometimes missing crucial information. “You can get them now, but they are a lot less useful,” one correspondent based in Beijing told PEN America. “They are scrubbed or less complete.”

The situation for economic reporting worsened after Chinese stocks plunged in June 2015. To stabilize the stock market, the government pumped tens of billions of yuan into the market through dozens of securities companies, cut interest rates to a record low, limited short selling with threats of arrest and suspended new company listings. At the same time, the Chinese government restricted state-controlled media from reporting on the stock market crash and censored social media. The government ordered news organizations to trim coverage and tone down the language in order to avoid pessimism. All radio and television stations received direct orders to, among other things, “discontinue discussions, expert interviews, and on-site live coverage,” of the crash and its aftermath and not to “exaggerate panic or sadness,” or use “emotionally charged words, such as ‘slump,’ ‘spike,’ or ‘collapse.’”

In August 2015, authorities arrested Wang Xiaolu, a reporter for the Beijing-based business magazine Caijing, after he published an article saying the China Securities Regulatory Commission was looking into ways for security companies to withdraw funds from the stock market. Authorities accused Wang of “fabricating and spreading false information about securities and futures trade.”

Wang appeared on television soon after his arrest and confessed to ‘sensational’ and ‘irresponsible’ reporting, in a statement observers believe the government compelled him to make. Luo Changping, a deputy editor of Caijing, concluded after Wang’s ‘confession’ that the standards for media censorship in China were “dropping lower on everyone. Many journalists are saying that nowadays, there is no media that is safe. Everyone lives in a comparatively dangerous situation.”

The crackdown on domestic media’s financial reporting has caused difficulties for foreign journalists. Many journalists told PEN America that previously willing sources, especially government officials and academics, became less willing to share information or opinions with foreign media for fear of reprisal. And some sources now refuse to speak to foreign reporters at all. “It would have been very easy before to have somebody [discuss] criticism of economic theory or tell you that economic reform has been too slow. But I think that’s become much harder,” Hannah Beech, East Asia Bureau Chief of Time magazine, told PEN America. “Access to decision makers, to the people who occupy key points in the policy-making process, is almost non-existent now,” a correspondent for an American news organization told PEN America. Another journalist said that sources were increasingly unwilling to give “scoops” that might be traceable back to them and were more aware that the government might be monitoring their conversations.

Some journalists told PEN America that obtaining even the most basic government information is becoming more difficult—a problem that has been cited more broadly since Xi Jinping took office (Foreign academics, for example, have recently discussed the difficulty in accessing local government archives). “I remember in the past there was a time when I could just call up a government agency and ask them for numbers, and they would just give them to me,” one Chinese news assistant employed by a foreign media company told PEN America. “Now I can’t even get numbers even if I’ve sent millions of faxes. They will just not respond [even when it comes to] non-political, non-financial [numbers], such as something to do with public health, the one-child policy, the two-children policy or, for example, even how many teens are playing football—those kinds of statistics.”

The Chinese government also has warned local journalists—who often provide tips to foreign reporters on stories they cannot write themselves—not to talk to Western media outlets. In June 2014, SAPPRTF issued a notice to Chinese journalists not to give any information they came across in their research to foreign reporters. The directive said that Chinese journalists would face punishment if they disclosed such information and required media organizations to form non-disclosure agreements with their employees.
TWO CASES
Bloomberg News and The New York Times

Since 2012, the struggles of two media companies that operate in China have stood out as prominent examples of the challenges foreign news organizations face in that country. Both Bloomberg News and The New York Times have had their websites blocked, their journalists harassed and threatened, and visa applications for reporters denied by Chinese authorities. The Chinese government has punished both outlets for publishing high-profile stories that shed light on China’s political leaders. These two cases, which illustrate the themes examined in this report, have sparked debate about press freedom, self-censorship, and how to deal with an increasingly assertive and repressive Chinese government.

Bloomberg News
In June of 2012, Bloomberg News—the news subsidiary of Bloomberg, L.P.—published an article revealing the vast wealth held by the extended family of Xi Jinping, China’s then vice president and heir-apparent to the presidency. The story, written by Michael Forsythe, Shai Oster, Natasha Khan and Dune Lawrence, exposed major assets worth hundreds of millions of dollars tied to Xi Jinping’s relatives, although it did not link any of this wealth directly to Xi or his immediate family.

The timing of the article proved particularly problematic for Xi, who would soon launch the most aggressive anti-corruption campaign since the Communist Party took control of China in 1949. Xi’s anti-corruption campaign was widely viewed as being motivated by growing concerns within the government regarding popular disapproval toward Chinese government officials who were increasingly seen as self-indulgent, greedy and corrupt. The image of extravagant, corrupt leaders had fueled the Arab Spring protests of 2010 and 2011, putting the Chinese government on notice of the risks for a government known for lavish treatment of its officials and lack of transparency in its financial dealings. This exposé of the Xi family thus fed directly into characterizations of the Chinese government that they regarded as increasingly problematic, or even dangerous for the state.

The Bloomberg News story was the first of its kind. No other media outlet—foreign or Chinese—had delved so deeply into the finances of a top Chinese leader’s family. The article was published on June 29, 2012. Hours later, Bloomberg News’ website became inaccessible in China. In a statement, Bloomberg speculated that the site’s inaccessibility was in reaction to the article’s publication.

The backlash against the story was not confined to the Bloomberg News site. The majority of Bloomberg LP’s revenues come not from its news operation, but from sales of its data terminals that provide up-to-the-minute financial information to banks and government agencies worldwide. China has only a few thousand of these terminals, out of nearly 300,000 around the world, but the country represents a huge potential market for the terminal business. In fact, in late 2013, sales of Bloomberg financial terminals in Hong Kong brought in more than half a billion dollars a year for the company. Bloomberg LP requires a separate license—in addition to its general news license—from the Chinese government to run this terminal business. Additionally, Bloomberg LP’s access to Chinese markets adds value to its terminal business globally, given China’s importance within the global economy. As one anonymous Bloomberg employee described in a 2014 interview, Bloomberg had “bigger” concerns than selling terminals within China. “Really it’s about continuing sales all around the world,” the employee explained, highlighting a particular pressure point, “if Bloomberg can’t promise having the fastest inside info from China.”

Before the Xi story even ran, prominent Chinese business executives who had heard it was in the works began quietly warning Bloomberg executives that publishing it could harm Bloomberg LP’s relationship with China, according to one former Bloomberg employee interviewed by PEN America. At one point, the Chinese ambassador to Washington met with Matthew Winkler—the founding editor of Bloomberg News—and Bloomberg executives and told them “bad things” would happen to the company if it ran the story on Xi, and “good things” if the company did not. The warnings made Bloomberg executives nervous,
and some of them ordered changes to the story before it could be published, the former Bloomberg employee told PEN America. In addition, plans for a high-profile launch of the story, including videos to accompany it, were scrapped, the former employee said. After the story ran, the Chinese government ordered state-owned companies not to buy Bloomberg’s financial terminal subscriptions.

Reporters and news assistants who worked on the piece also came under pressure from Chinese officials or their proxies. Chinese news assistants came under more scrutiny from public security officers, prompting the company to relocate at least one Chinese researcher to Hong Kong, two former Bloomberg employees told PEN America.

Michael Forsythe, then based in Beijing and employed by Bloomberg News, received threats, including a death threat. Forsythe, who now works for The New York Times in Hong Kong, told PEN America he is bound by a non-disclosure agreement with Bloomberg, which prevents him from discussing issues related to his tenure there. In his book, Age of Ambition: Chasing Fortune, Truth, and Faith in the New China (2012), New Yorker reporter Evan Osnos recounts a relevant anecdote: the wife of a Chinese professor close to the Communist Party invited Osnos’ wife to coffee after the story broke, and asked her to pass along a warning to Forsythe that “he and his family can’t stay in China. It’s no longer safe…Something will happen. It will look like an accident. Nobody will know what happened. He’ll just be found dead.” Bloomberg investigated the threat and determined Forsythe was not in danger.

Forsythe and his wife, along with their two sons, were in Hong Kong when the story came out. They returned to Beijing a few days later. While they were in Beijing, a manager from Bloomberg’s Hong Kong bureau told Forsythe there had been threats against him and that he might be in danger. Afraid to stay in their apartment, the family moved to a hotel for one night before leaving on a previously scheduled holiday to Europe. During that holiday, Forsythe continued to receive threats, as well as the message passed along by Osnos’ wife. “We spent the whole summer talking to China experts about whether it would be safe to return [to Beijing],” Forsythe’s wife, Leta Hong Fincher, told PEN America in an email. “In the end, it was a conversation with a senior U.S. official that convinced me that Mike would not actually be killed because that would cause a huge diplomatic furor, and that the threat was just an effort to scare us (successful[ly]). It was too late to get the kids into a school in Hong Kong in late summer, so although I was traumatized, I thought it was still okay to return to Beijing and plan to leave the next summer, which we did.”

After the Xi story ran, Bloomberg began having trouble securing journalist visas. Despite the repercussions, Bloomberg News reporters received support from editor-in-chief Mathew Winkler to continue work on another potentially explosive story exposing links between China’s richest individual, entrepreneur Wang Jianlin, and top Chinese leaders.

But in October 2013, Winkler told reporters during a conference call that the story would not run. “If we run the story, we’ll be kicked out of China,” Winkler told the reporters, according to The New York Times. Reportedly, Winkler compared Bloomberg’s presence in China with the self-censorship undertaken by foreign news bureaus aiming to remain active in Germany during Nazi rule, emphasizing his desire to ensure Bloomberg’s continued presence in China.

Winkler and other top editors at Bloomberg News publicly denied they had censored the Wang story, saying it had not been ready for publication. Winkler told The New York Times that the story—as well as another story on the children of senior officials working for foreign banks—was “still active.” While a story on the children of senior leaders at foreign banks did in fact run in 2014, the focus appeared to shift significantly, to relatives of leaders at state-owned enterprises rather than the children of more senior Party officials. The Wang story, as of the time of this report, has not run. A former Bloomberg employee who worked on both the Xi and Wang stories told PEN America that some top editors began turning down other story ideas on anything that might anger the top Chinese leadership. “You knew what they wanted and what they didn’t, but these [stories we pitched] were good stories that should have been done,” the former employee told PEN America. “So it was very frustrating.”

After Bloomberg News decided not to run the story, several Bloomberg News reporters and editors resigned, including Amanda Bennett, head of Bloomberg News’ investigative unit and Ben Richardson, an editor who worked on the Xi and Wang stories. Richardson said in an email to journalist Jim Romenesko that he resigned “because of how the company made misleading statements in the global press, and senior executives disparaged the team that worked so hard to execute an incredibly demanding story.”

Bloomberg then suspended Michael Forsythe, reportedly on grounds that he was suspected of having leaked the details of the internal Bloomberg deliberations over whether to publish the second expose on Wang Jianlin. With the departure of key editors and reporters, the investigative team previously led by Bennett was effectively dismantled.

The fallout over the Wang Jianlin story—or lack thereof—came at the same time that Bloomberg News was increasingly shifting its resources from investigative reporting to short, bullet-point news that would be easily digestible to traders using Bloomberg L.P.’s terminals. One anonymous Bloomberg News employee, in a December 2013 article, described the impetus for the change: For “the bankers that run” Bloomberg L.P., Bloomberg News was seen as “a redheaded stepchild that is a rounding error in the scheme of things that is managing to create a lot of trouble.”

After finishing his three terms as mayor of New York City and returning to the helm of Bloomberg L.P., Michael Bloomberg took on those who criticized the company’s China reporting—and was fairly explicit about the forces
at work. In January 2014, outgoing Bloomberg CEO Daniel Doctoroff asked Bloomberg about his company’s news coverage of China. The former mayor reportedly responded, “If a country gives you the license to do something with certain restrictions, you have two choices: You either accept the license and do it that way, or you don’t do business there.”

He went on to say that Bloomberg had nothing to be ashamed of and that “there are things the press shouldn’t be doing and can’t.”

Other Bloomberg L.P. executives have also acknowledged that the company has made peace with the parameters for coverage set by the Chinese. During a question and answer period after a speech he gave to the Asia Society in Hong Kong in March 2014, Bloomberg L.P. Chairman Peter Grauer said that the company’s reporters were “primarily writing stories about the local business and economic environment, and you’re all aware that every once in a while we wander a little bit away from that and write stories that we probably should have rethought.”

During that same visit to Hong Kong, Grauer told Bloomberg journalists there that the sales team had done a “heroic” job to repair damage done to the company’s relation with Chinese officials after the Xi story and warned they should not write any more articles like it.

It is notable that Bloomberg’s official denials against pulling the story due to political pressure seem to contradict Michael Bloomberg’s and Grauer’s comments. Ben Richardson, one of the Bloomberg News employees who resigned in the wake of the cancelled Wang Jianlin story, commented in a March 2014 interview that he could not see how Grauer’s comments could be reconciled with Bloomberg News’ denials.

A month after Grauer’s Asia Society speech, the Chinese government began granting Bloomberg new journalist visas for the first time since the publication of the Xi story in June 2012. In April 2014, Shai Oster, who had worked with Forsythe on both the Xi Jinping and Wang Jianlin stories, received a temporary reporting visa to China. In May, reporter Clement Tan received a new resident visa to join Bloomberg in Beijing. Sources told PEN America that the company had no further trouble obtaining new journalist visas for mainland China. However, Bloomberg’s website remains blocked in China as of this writing.

In February 2015, Bloomberg News published a flattering profile of Wang Jianlin that did not contain relevant information obtained by Forsythe and Oster during their prior reporting on the entrepreneur. According to a July/August 2015 story in Politico and confirmed by PEN America in an interview with a former Bloomberg employee, senior Bloomberg editors deleted portions in the draft story that addressed relations between Wang and China’s political leaders.

Oster left Bloomberg in the summer of 2016 to serve as the Asia bureau chief for The Information, a subscription-only technology publication based in San Francisco.

Journalists working for foreign news outlets in China told PEN America that in their private conversations with Chinese authorities, the officials have held up Bloomberg News as a role model, insisting that if Bloomberg could cooperate with the Chinese, other news organizations could too. One Beijing-based correspondent told PEN America that while Chinese authorities do not explicitly name the media outlet, they make clear reference to it: “Bloomberg now gets thrown in our faces as both a positive and a negative example. When they were on the black list, it was like, ‘you see what can happen,’ and now the line has shifted to ‘once you get on that black list, you can see how hard it is to get off it.’”

A Beijing-based correspondent for another news organization told PEN America that Chinese officials touted Bloomberg’s actions as an example of how to compromise. “We get a lot of pressure, and the pressure has gotten more intense given Bloomberg’s actions. They say, ‘Bloomberg does it, why don’t you?’”

The New York Times

On October 25, 2012, The New York Times published an exposé on the “hidden riches” of the family of Wen Jiabao, China’s then prime minister. The Times’ Shanghai bureau chief, David Barboza, after examining corporate and regulatory filings, uncovered the vast wealth accumulated by Wen’s relatives—including his mother, wife, brother and son—during Wen’s time in office. The story laid out in detail the extraordinary efforts that were taken to conceal the relatives’ ownership stakes as they accumulated shares of companies in industries such as banking, jewelry, infrastructure and telecommunications. Barboza told PEN America that days before the story came out, high-level Chinese officials met with him and his colleagues at The New York Times, demanding The Times kill the story. At these meetings, the officials warned that there would be serious consequences if The Times published the story. Several hours after the publication of the story, The Times’ English-language website, as well as its Chinese-language site (launched only
In a statement, The Times said the company had requested the Chinese government restore access to its websites. “We will continue to report and translate stories applying the same journalistic standards that are upheld across The New York Times,” the statement said. The two websites remain blocked to this day.

Like Bloomberg’s reporters, David Barboza suffered personally at the hands of Chinese authorities and security officers for his exposé (which won the Pulitzer Prize for international reporting in 2013). The harassment began before the story ran and continued for years after publication. Barboza told PEN America. “After 2012, I had a lot of problems. I was followed and tracked. I think there were two or three people who were assigned to me,” Barboza told PEN America.

Barboza’s home internet access was blocked several times, and his New York Times email was hacked, forcing him to create new email accounts at least six different times. At least twice, security officers stopped Barboza’s car, saying they needed to conduct a routine ownership inspection. One night, several security officers came to his home and questioned Barboza and his wife. At the airport, security personnel stopped Barboza’s wife, a Chinese national, before she flew, questioning her and inspecting her bags. And Barboza and his wife also received death threats—anonymous letters, emails and texts with photos of the couple that said they would be murdered. Barboza told PEN America that because of the harassment, he and his wife felt “angry, frustrated, annoyed and worried” and wanted to leave China.

But Barboza did not leave, because The Times could not replace him. Newly hired correspondents must first apply for a visa at the Chinese embassy or consulate in their home countries, and, after they arrive in China, they must apply for a press card with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs or local foreign affairs offices. When correspondents switch news organizations, they also have to apply for a new press card and a new visa that reflects their new employer. According to the journalists whom PEN America interviewed, the processing time typically ranges from two to four months. But after the Wen story ran, the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs stopped issuing visas to newly hired Times reporters assigned to postings in China.

In December 2012, The Times failed to obtain a visa for its newly appointed Beijing bureau chief, Philip P. Pan (who also served as the editor-in-chief of The Times’ Chinese language website at the time), and newly hired Beijing correspondent, Chris Buckley. Buckley, who had lived in China since 2000, had left the Reuters Beijing bureau to join The Times in September 2012, and The Times applied for his new visa that month (it had applied for Pan’s visa in March 2012). By December 31, the Chinese authorities had not responded to Buckley’s visa request and his earlier journalist visa from Reuters expired. He was forced to move to Hong Kong to cover China for The Times. A spokeswoman at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs said during one of the ministry’s daily news briefings that they had not rejected Buckley’s visa application, but that they had not processed it because the ministry had not been properly informed of his employment change.

On November 13, 2013, The Times published another exposé involving the Wen family. The story reported that American bank JP Morgan Chase had paid $1.8 million to a consulting firm run by Wen’s daughter to help the bank secure business in China. The story also noted that in the two years it employed the daughter’s firm, JP Morgan Chase did business with several Chinese companies at least partially owned by relatives of Wen Jiabao or their co-workers. The Times did not consider holding the story, Times reporters told PEN America, despite the possibility it would exacerbate its visa troubles. At the end of 2013, nearly two dozen journalists from The New York Times and Bloomberg faced the prospect of having to leave China after Chinese officials stalled their visa renewal process.

During a visit to China in December 2013, U.S. Vice President Joe Biden broached the topic of press visas during a private conversation with Xi Jinping and publicly criticized China’s record on press freedom in an address to American businesses in Beijing, saying, “innovation thrives where people breathe freely, speak freely, are able to challenge orthodoxy, where newspapers can report the truth without fear of consequences.” Shortly after the Biden visit, the Chinese government appeared to relent, renewing the visas of Bloomberg journalists and several New York Times reporters in time to prevent their de facto expulsion.

Reporter Austin Ramzy, who had joined The Times earlier in 2013, was not one of the lucky ones. Ramzy was not granted a new visa, and had to leave China in January of 2014. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs spokesman said that Ramzy had failed to cancel his previous visa immediately after leaving his previous employer (Ramzy had joined The New York Times from Time magazine’s Beijing bureau), violating visa regulations.

The FCCC called China’s actions toward Ramzy and The Times “disingenuous,” stating that the regulations were
The Times has no intention of altering its coverage to meet the demands of any government—be it that of China, the United States or any other nation.”

It was not until 2015—three years after The Times ran its Wen Jiabao story—that the Chinese government finally granted new journalist visas to The Times. In late 2015, Buckley, the reporter who was forced to leave mainland China in 2012, finally obtained a visa allowing him to return to Beijing and reunite with his wife and young daughter, both of whom had stayed behind. Around the same time, Chinese authorities issued another Times reporter, Javier Hernandez, credentials to enter the country, marking the first time a new Times reporter had received credentials in more than three years. Beijing-based Andrew Jacobs and Shanghai-based David Barboza, who had remained in their posts for four and eight years respectively—extending their stays to ensure continuity of coverage during the uncertain period for visas—finally left China at the end of the year. In June 2016, the Chinese government granted Hong Kong-based Times reporter Keith Bradsher a visa so that he could assume the role of Shanghai bureau chief for The Times. With Bradsher in Shanghai, The Times was able to increase its total number of mainland-based reporters to ten for the first time since the Wen story was published.

unclear and had not been applied to journalists in similar situations. The New York Times stated that they had filed a visa application for Ramzy months before, and that authorities only raised the issue of Ramzy’s previous visa when The Times asked for an update on this application in December. Times reporters told the Financial Times that the action against Ramzy was due to the Chinese government’s "vendetta" against The Times.

In November 2014, during a joint press conference held by U.S. President Barack Obama and President Xi Jinping during Obama’s visit to China, White House press secretary Josh Earnest called on New York Times reporter Mark Landler. Landler told President Xi that several U.S. news organizations had been denied residency permits and asked Xi whether, “[in] the spirit of these reciprocal visa arrangements that you’ve agreed to this week with business people and students, isn’t it time to extend that sort of right to foreign correspondents who seek to cover your country?”

Xi replied to the question a bit later with two sayings: “when a car breaks down on the road, perhaps we need to get out of the car to see where the problem lies,” and “let he who tied the bell on the tiger, take it off.” This response was widely interpreted to suggest that the journalists had brought the visa restrictions upon themselves.

In response to Xi’s comment, The New York Times wrote, “Free internet” signs at Pudong International Airport, Shanghai
GOVERNMENT HARASSMENT, INTERFERENCE, AND OTHER PRESSURES AGAINST FOREIGN JOURNALISTS

In their conversations with PEN America, foreign journalists, media experts, and Chinese news assistants all described an array of methods that Chinese officials use to hinder the work of foreign journalists. These methods include physical abuse, physical and online surveillance, denying or threatening to deny reporters’ visas, restricting reporters’ access to certain areas of the country, and harassment of sources and news assistants.

The Chinese government is not monolithic, nor is it always centrally coordinated, in its approach to foreign newsgatherers. PEN America found that different leaders and agencies with various agendas act to hinder the foreign press—particularly when they feel it could harm their particular interests. Sometimes, provincial-level officials harass or attack foreign journalists in contravention of China’s own national laws and even the central government’s directives. Different government institutions also compete to influence and control the operations of foreign media in China, at times issuing overlapping regulations. For example, the SAPPRTF, the Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC), and the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT) all have regulatory powers over foreign news websites’ online publishing operations, and these agencies have promulgated decrees that claim oversight over the same outlets and issues.

The impulse to ascribe all pressures against foreign journalists to the Chinese central government at large would be overly simplistic. Taken as a whole, however, the variety of pressures against foreign journalists, along with their pervasive nature, demonstrate an atmosphere of constant harassment of sources and news assistants. PEN America found that harassment in the form of manhandling, tailing and blocking access to events or interviewees is prevalent. “I would say on four out of the last eight trips I’ve been on, undercover police—thugs—have tailed me at some point in the trip,” one broadcast journalist told PEN America.

Harassment in Urban Centers: Smiley Faces and Heavy Hands

In major cities, such as Beijing and Shanghai, violence, aggressive behavior and obstruction by authorities tends to happen when the government feels particularly defensive or concerned about domestic dissent, such as during street protests, the anniversary of the June 4th massacre in Tiananmen Square, or trials of well-known activists, according to journalists who spoke to PEN America.

Long-time China correspondents told PEN America that early 2011 marked a particular low point for harassment of journalists. It was at that time that the Arab Spring—a wave of demonstrations in the Middle East calling for democracy—raised the possibility of a similar set of “Jasmine Protests” occurring within China. The Chinese government responded forcefully to any attempt to trigger such a protest, and journalists told PEN America that their heavy response included increased harassment of foreign journalists.

In February 2011, in response to an online message calling for people to protest on Wangfujing shopping street in Beijing, hundreds of security officers were deployed to the area. Although few protesters showed up, more than a dozen journalists who went to this part of town to cover the planned protest were harassed or assaulted by security officers. A Bloomberg journalist was punched, kicked and dragged along the ground by his feet and had to seek treatment at a hospital. After witnessing the assault, journalist Paul Mooney decided not to write about the protest. “It was really scary,” he explained to PEN America. “To see this, I myself became afraid. I told myself there were no real protesters, no news, nothing to write about. Maybe I justified to myself that there was no story.”

Hannah Beech of Time magazine told PEN America that on the day the Jasmine Protest was to take place, unidentified men in civilian clothes were waiting at her door when she arrived home from a family outing. The men questioned her and attempted to start a conversation with her two young sons. Later in the day, Beech’s apartment building’s security guard told her that the plainclothes
“I told myself there were no real protesters, no news, nothing to write about. Maybe I justified to myself that there was no story.”

men approached her children again, asking them where their mother was and what she was doing. “It was pretty clear that they were there . . . to see whether I was going to cover the non-existent protests,” said Beech, alluding to the fact that few protesters actually showed at Wangfujing. Beech, who was not in fact covering the events that day, told PEN America, “the fact they would talk to the kids really pissed me off.”

Authorities also questioned reporters after the demonstrations. The FCCC noted that “dozens of foreign journalists” were summoned to interviews with police in the aftermath of the supposed Jasmine Protests, where journalists were informed that they had broken Chinese regulations and would “face consequences” if they persisted. "I was called into the PSB [the Beijing Public Security Bureau], and got lectured. They basically threatened me that if I behaved in this way I would be thrown out [of the country]. It was very serious,” Andrew Jacobs, a reporter for The New York Times who covered the event, told PEN America.

Covering protests—large or small—continues to pose problems for many journalists. In one egregious episode in October 2014, Chinese authorities detained a reporter for 14 hours, chaining him to a metal chair in an interrogation room in Beijing, after he visited a street where petitioners gathered, according to an FCCC report. The police accused the reporter of pushing a police officer and forced him to sign a statement that he had obstructed the police. After the reporter refused to sign, the police produced another document with the same charges, which he signed after police allowed him to add his objection. The police also forced him to delete photos from his phones, and confiscated documents he had with him.

Authorities are especially tense ahead of anniversaries of the Tiananmen Square massacre. Felicia Sonmez, a former reporter for both the AFP and the Wall Street Journal, spoke to PEN America about an unusual encounter she had with a man on a bike before the 25th anniversary of the Tiananmen Square massacre in June 2014. Before the run-in, officials from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs had warned the AFP Beijing editors not to write too many stories about the anniversary. After these warnings, Sonmez was biking around the Square when a man whom Sonmez suspected to be a patrolling plainclothes security officer crashed his bike into her after having followed her for some time. “I had a feeling—my suspicion was that he could do this for having a pretext for calling the cops and say, ‘hey this girl crashed into me’ and they’d have a reason to stop me and take my press card if I had it with me,” said Sonmez.

Since approximately 2010, the Chinese government has increasingly engaged in crackdowns against human rights lawyers, using both judicial and extra-judicial methods. Under Xi Jinping, this repression of rights lawyers has escalated and expanded to include other members of civil society. During the month of July 2015 alone, police detained more than 200 lawyers and activists, sometimes without informing their families. Chinese authorities have tried to control how the foreign press reports on detentions, assaults and legal action against activists and lawyers—most notably by impeding the coverage of court trials of prominent activists, journalists told PEN America.

In January 2014, police physically assaulted television journalists—and detained at least one—when the journalists attempted to cover the trial of prominent human rights lawyer Xu Zhiyong, who has represented death row prisoners, parents of children sickened or killed by tainted milk powder, and rural children fighting against injustices in the country’s education system. While covering the event, CNN reporter David Mackenzie was stopped by police and forced into a police van, which transported him away from the event. Much of the episode was caught on tape, which showed several police officers grabbing Mackenzie and shoving him against the side of the van as Mackenzie repeatedly identified himself as a reporter.

A shaken but composed Mackenzie continued reporting after the incident, concluding: “This really shows how much China wants to manage the message. But in doing so, the irony is they betray some of the strong-arm tactics against journalists they use—including us—and obviously it’s often far worse for Chinese nationals.”

In an interview included in the FCCC’s 2015 annual report, a Sky News reporter told the FCCC about his own experiences trying to cover the trial: “Uniformed police prevented us from standing outside the courthouse. Plainclothes state security personnel, some wearing sunglasses, hoods and scarves, manhandled us away. I was ushered over a low wall, seriously damaging my ankle. My hand was cut and bruised as I protected my camera.” That same reporter, who spotted CNN’s David Mackenzie being forcibly removed by the Chinese police, attempted to film Mackenzie’s removal: “As I filmed the CNN team being dragged away into a van, my press card was ripped from
The reporter sent a colleague to attend the meeting instead, during which police simply asked that colleague what the news agency’s plans for coverage were in 2016. Asking the journalist to attend a meeting had “obviously been [intended] to remove me from covering the trial,” the journalist told PEN America.

On the day of the trial, December 15, 2015, dozens of plainclothes security officers—wearing yellow smiley-face pins on their chests—yelled, pushed, and assaulted the large crowd of foreign journalists gathered outside of the courthouse trying to cover the event. “One of the plain-clothes officers...forcefully placed his hand on this reporter’s neck numerous times before throwing me to my back.”

Beijing officials also tried to tightly control the December 2015 trial of human rights lawyer Pu Zhiqiang, one of China’s highest-profile human rights lawyers who has represented artist Ai Weiwei and other prominent activists. On December 14, 2015, a reporter for a foreign news organization told PEN America that a day before Pu’s trial, the police asked the reporter to come to their office for a meeting at nine o’clock in the morning the next day—the time Pu’s trial would be in session. The police officer on the phone refused to tell the journalist what the meeting would be about and only said it was “urgent.”

The reporter sent a colleague to attend the meeting instead, during which police simply asked that colleague what the news agency’s plans for coverage were in 2016. Asking the journalist to attend a meeting had “obviously been [intended] to remove me from covering the trial,” the journalist told PEN America.

Beijing officials also tried to tightly control the December 2015 trial of human rights lawyer Pu Zhiqiang, one of China’s highest-profile human rights lawyers who has represented artist Ai Weiwei and other prominent activists. On December 14, 2015, a reporter for a foreign news organization told PEN America that a day before Pu’s trial, the police asked the reporter to come to their office for a meeting at nine o’clock in the morning the next day—the time Pu’s trial would be in session. The police officer on the phone refused to tell the journalist what the meeting would be about and only said it was “urgent.”
COURTESY OF BECKY DA VIS

DARKENED SCREEN: CONSTRAINTS ON FOREIGN JOURNALISTS IN CHINA

spondent Adrian Brown and his TV crew went to Linshui, an incident occurred in May 2015, when Al Jazeera correspondents who were not specifically invited were kept out by a large number of police who guarded the area around the court. Some reporters were taken by a bus to a nearby hotel where they could watch a “live transcript” from the trial projected onto a screen, a new practice that had not occurred in earlier trials of activists, according to reporters.

Meanwhile, foreign reporters were closely and constantly monitored by plain-clothes police. Becky Davis, the China correspondent for AFP, released a series of Twitter posts with pictures of plainclothes security officers conspicuously present in the press area. In one post, Davis described a cop “so dedicated he trailed” her to the restroom. In another, Davis wrote that the “whole courthouse street teems” with plainclothes police officers.

Harassment in Rural Areas: “Don’t Write About Us Down Here”

Government interference frequently occurs during reporting trips to rural areas where local authorities have less experience handling foreign journalists. Reporters told PEN America that local officials sometimes seem not to know, or act like they do not know, the relevant rules and regulations applicable to the press. For example, police officers sometimes insist that journalists need to obtain government permission before reporting, which runs contrary to the reporting rules made permanent after the 2008 Olympics. Reporters also described to PEN America situations in which local officials seemed to fear they would be exposed in the press for wrongdoing, even when journalists did not intend to cover issues related to the local government. Some journalists attributed local authorities’ increased uneasiness with foreign reporters to Xi Jinping’s sweeping anti-corruption campaign. “I think that when we show up and we check in a hotel or we’re seen about town, the police are being told by their leaders, by whoever’s in charge, to look out for us because they’re under the gun right now. They’re worried that I’m reporting on them,” a broadcast journalist told PEN America.

Even journalists whose presence is sanctioned by local officials can face harassment. One particularly alarming incident occurred in May 2015, when Al Jazeera correspondent Adrian Brown and his TV crew went to Linshui, in Sichuan, to report on the aftermath of a peaceful protest that had an ended in a violent confrontation between protestors and police. The local government, Brown wrote, had allowed Al Jazeera to report on the town’s “return to normalcy,” although it had also sent minders to accompany the crew. But as Brown recounted later, at one point when he was recording a segment in the street, four men dressed in black battle fatigues and armed with assault rifles and shotguns came running towards us, shouting orders in Mandarin to lie on the ground.” Brown’s cameraman was struck and his camera stripped from him. Meanwhile, the official minders assigned to the TV crew were also pushed and yelled at, and seemed just as startled as the reporting team.

Later, Brown and his crew found out that the armed men were police from nearby Chongqing. The reporting crew’s camera was later returned, but all their footage had been deleted. “The authorities,” Brown concluded, “are literally trying to erase evidence of what happened.”

Sometimes reporters get caught in the middle when officials panic over how to handle them. On March 10, 2015, local police near Tianjin detained Matthew Sheehan, then a reporter for The Huffington Post, when he attempted to report on a village protest against alleged corruption at the village level. Sheehan was detained soon after he arrived at the protest and taken to a police station, where he was questioned by officers who could not agree on how to deal with him. Sheehan described an official from the village shouting at him for interfering in the village’s affairs, while other police officers tried to calm the man down. “At two or three points, I was getting pretty nervous. I was surrounded and pushed by people,” Sheehan told PEN America. According to Sheehan, as the police arranged for a car to transport Sheehan out of the area, the village official seemed to be making calls to try and prevent Sheehan from leaving.

Pressures against foreign journalists do not always come from authorities. In certain instances powerful private parties, or even thugs with unknown allegiances, have interfered with the work of journalists. In some cases local strongmen seem to be on notice that any unwelcome activity from reporters is to be forcefully prevented, whether by the police or otherwise. In those cases, local-level authorities appear at times to be focused more on the potential negative consequences for themselves than on ensuring press freedoms or journalists’ safety.

One journalist for a Western news organization recalled for PEN America how representatives of a company in southern China called the police during the journalist’s investigation into the company’s work. The journalist described receiving a hostile reception at the police station. “Two or three people asked me in succession, ‘Who are you? What are you doing here? Why are you here? You can’t be here.’ Back and forth.” The police also asked the reporter to delete pictures on the reporter’s camera
and demanded the reporter not write about the encounter at the police station. “The cop who drove me to the bus station...said, “Oh you know whatever you do, don’t write about us down here, because then I’m going to lose my job,’ that kind of sob story,” the reporter told PEN America.²³⁰

One broadcast journalist told PEN America that in 2014, during a reporting trip to a village in Sichuan province for a story on pollution from a petrochemical plant, a group of unidentified men harassed the reporter. “Within two minutes of talking to villagers, a bunch of thugs showed up and started roughing us up a little,” the journalist said.²³¹ After the journalist was forced to leave the village, he was chased by cars driven by the same group of people. “I counted six cars following us...One of them was trying to hit us, or he was acting like he was trying to hit us.”²³² The reporter then instructed his driver to drop the reporting team off at the first subway station they saw when they got into Chengdu, the capital city of Sichuan. “We ran into the subway station and we got onto a train really quickly, and then we lost them,” the journalist said.²³³ Authorities, instead of making an effort to identify the men, made the visa renewal process difficult when the journalist applied later that year, bringing up that incident.²³⁴

**Visa Hurdles, Threats and Delays**

Hurdles to obtaining and renewing visas are not limited to staff of *The New York Times* and Bloomberg News. The Chinese authorities have for some years made both the application for a new visa and the renewal of a visa at best uncertain and at times difficult or impossible for specific media companies or correspondents. Oftentimes, authorities use the occasion of visa applications as an opportunity to complain to journalists about their work and lecture them on being more ‘objective’ in their coverage of China. On other occasions, the authorities cancel—or threaten to cancel—existing visas, or deny new visas to media organizations who have displeased one or more ministries or officials, such as in the cases of Bloomberg and *The New York Times*. And in at least one case, journalists were refused press accreditation after being granted short-term journalist visas to enter to the country.²³⁵

Foreign journalists interviewed by PEN America had varying approaches to handling pressure from the Chinese government related to visas. Some journalists said they would like their own governments to punish China for visa denials by refusing visas to Chinese journalists, a proposition that the U.S. Congress has also considered but which it has not passed into law.²³⁶ The FCCC encourages reporters and news organizations to go public with visa denials and delays, but some reporters choose not to, as they fear doing so could further jeopardize their applications.²³⁷ “As a club we have to try to persuade them that being open is the best, most powerful thing we can do,” Los Angeles Times Beijing bureau chief and former FCCC board member Julie Makinen told PEN America.²³⁸

**Rejection of Visa Renewals and Abuse of Renewal Process**

In May 2012, Chinese authorities refused to renew Al Jazeera correspondent Melissa Chan’s press card and visa.²³⁹ Chan had been working on a month-by-month visa since January of that year, after she was denied a one-year visa at the end of 2011.²⁴⁰ It was the first time in 13 years a long-term resident foreign journalist was forced to leave China.²⁴¹ In 1998, Juergen Kremb, a reporter for German magazine *Der Spiegel*, and Yukihisa Nakatsu, a reporter for Japanese newspaper *Yomiuri Shimbun*, were expelled in separate cases for allegedly being in possession of secret documents, accusations both journalists denied.²⁴²

In Chan’s case, a spokesman for MOFA said Chan had violated “relevant laws,” but did not specify which ones. Chan told *The Los Angeles Times* that she did not believe she had broken any laws and that she was never told why her visa was not renewed, but suspected it could be related to her coverage of China’s illegal detention centers, or “black jails.”²⁴³

In response to Chan’s visa rejection, Al Jazeera announced it had no choice but to close its English-language service bureau in China, as the outlet’s requests for a visa for a new correspondent to replace Chan had gone unanswered.²⁴⁴ The operation of Al Jazeera’s Arabic-language service in China, which had several journalists based in Beijing, was not affected. Al Jazeera said in a statement that the media network hoped China “appreciated[d] the integrity” of their news coverage and said it would continue to work with Chinese authorities in order to reopen their Beijing bureau.²⁴⁵ It was not until 2014 that Al Jazeera was able to re-establish an ongoing English-language presence in the country.²⁴⁶

In December 2015, Chinese authorities refused to renew the visa of Ursula Gauthier, a correspondent for the French weekly *L’Obs*, effectively expelling her from China.²⁴⁷ On November 18, five days after the Paris terror attacks in which over 120 people were killed, Gauthier published an article in *L’Obs* in which she questioned Beijing’s motives in expressing solidarity with France, suggesting that the Chinese may have been trying to garner international sympathy for their conflict with the Uyghur Muslim minority.²⁴⁸ Gauthier argued that violent attacks that had happened in Xinjiang, often perpetrated by Uyghurs, were not comparable to the terror attacks in Paris because they stemmed from China’s own repressive policies towards the Uyghur minority.²⁴⁹

Soon after the publication of the article, state-owned newspapers *Global Times* and *China Daily* published editorials censuring Gauthier for holding “such deep rooted prejudice against China.”²⁵⁰ Gauthier told *The New York Times* that MOFA summoned her three times and told her that if she did not admit the errors in her article and apologize, she would have to leave China by
human rights lawyers are good for China?' ‘How do you know these people aren’t lying when they say their land has been grabbed?’”

To show how closely they were monitoring the journalist, an officer pulled out his computer and showed the journalist the record of the trials the journalist covered and did not cover.

The broadcast journalist who was chased by car for covering an environmental pollution story in Sichuan also encountered challenges with visa renewal at the end of 2014. Although the visa renewal application process began in November, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs “held it for a long time, uncomfortably long, until Christmas, and then they finally gave it to me,” the journalist recounts.

Denial of new visas or press credentials

The denial of new journalist visas—outside the cases of Bloomberg News and The New York Times—is relatively rare. However, PEN America found that in at least one case, Chinese authorities denied a new visa to a long-time China correspondent known for his human rights reporting. In November 2013, Chinese authorities denied American journalist Paul Mooney’s application for a resident journalist visa to take up a new post with Reuters in Beijing.

Mooney had been reporting from China for various outlets, including Newsweek magazine, the Chronicle of Higher Education, and the South China Morning Post (SCMP), for 18 consecutive years and had returned to the U.S. at the end of 2012, when his most recent visa—with the SCMP—expired. In February 2013, Reuters offered Mooney a position as features writer, and filed his visa application for him in early March. Mooney said he had an uneventful interview at the Chinese consulate in San Francisco a month later.

Although outright refusals to renew journalists’ visas is still rare, Chinese authorities frequently use the occasion of visa renewal to either hassle journalists or to apply pressure on them about specific pieces or behavior they aim to discourage. A journalist for an American news organization described to PEN America the 45-minute-long conversation the journalist had with Chinese police officers during an interview for visa renewal. “[One officer] said, ‘We know the human rights lawyers call you for every trial.’ He asked questions like ‘why do you think these human rights lawyers are good for China?’ ‘How do you know these people aren’t lying when they say their land has been grabbed?’”
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The French Foreign Ministry’s statement in response to Gauthier’s expulsion read: “We regret that the visa of Ms. Ursula Gauthier was not renewed. France recalls the importance of journalists being able to exercise their profession in the world.” Gauthier told PEN America that, before and after her effective expulsion, the French press and the French public showed her great support; meanwhile, she characterized the French government’s response as “very weak.” The French press was “furious” at their own government’s passivity, perhaps even more so than at the Chinese government’s aggressiveness, Gauthier said. “We had an open letter, signed by journalists, editors, media executives and a group of former China correspondents. The letter criticized the Chinese government as well as the French government’s—what we call—doormat diplomacy,” Gauthier recounted.

Tom Mitchell of the Financial Times underscored the significance of Gauthier’s case: “What happened to Ursula was quite an important development, I think, because for the first time [the government] made it quite clear that someone was effectively being expelled because they didn’t like what she wrote. Whereas in the case of Melissa Chan from Al Jazeera, everyone thought it was because of what she’d done on the black jails, but I don’t think it was so explicit.”
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The French Foreign Ministry’s statement in response to Gauthier’s expulsion read: “We regret that the visa of Ms. Ursula Gauthier was not renewed. France recalls the importance of journalists being able to exercise their profession in the world.” Gauthier told PEN America that, before and after her effective expulsion, the French press and the French public showed her great support; meanwhile, she characterized the French government’s response as “very weak.” The French press was “furious” at their own government’s passivity, perhaps even more so than at the Chinese government’s aggressiveness, Gauthier said. “We had an open letter, signed by journalists, editors, media executives and a group of former China correspondents. The letter criticized the Chinese government as well as the French government’s—what we call—doormat diplomacy,” Gauthier recounted.

Tom Mitchell of the Financial Times underscored the significance of Gauthier’s case: “What happened to Ursula was quite an important development, I think, because for the first time [the government] made it quite clear that someone was effectively being expelled because they didn’t like what she wrote. Whereas in the case of Melissa Chan from Al Jazeera, everyone thought it was because of what she’d done on the black jails, but I don’t think it was so explicit.”
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Denial of new visas or press credentials

The denial of new journalist visas—outside the cases of Bloomberg News and The New York Times—is relatively rare. However, PEN America found that in at least one case, Chinese authorities denied a new visa to a long-time China correspondent known for his human rights reporting. In November 2013, Chinese authorities denied American journalist Paul Mooney’s application for a resident journalist visa to take up a new post with Reuters in Beijing.

Mooney had been reporting from China for various outlets, including Newsweek magazine, the Chronicle of Higher Education, and the South China Morning Post (SCMP), for 18 consecutive years and had returned to the U.S. at the end of 2012, when his most recent visa—with the SCMP—expired. In February 2013, Reuters offered Mooney a position as features writer, and filed his visa application for him in early March. Mooney said he had an uneventful interview at the Chinese consulate in San Francisco a month later.

After eight months of delay, on November 8, MOFA informed Reuters that they would not grant Mooney the visa and declined to give a reason. Mooney had frequently reported on, and tweeted about, China’s human rights abuses, including illegal evictions and retaliation against human rights defenders. Soon after the denial,
a Reuters spokesperson indicated the news agency would not continue to press China over Mooney’s visa. Instead, the spokesperson said that Mooney would be considered for other reporting posts. In 2014, Reuters assigned Mooney to Yangon, Myanmar.

Mooney saw his own visa denial as part of a broader theme, saying: “The situation around the country is getting worse and the Chinese leadership is getting increasingly nervous. Their decision to keep me out of China now is an indication of how much the Chinese leadership has regressed in recent years.”

During the G20 summit in September 2016 held in Hangzhou, the capital city of southeast Zhejiang province, three journalists for the German broadcaster Deutsche Welle were refused press accreditation to cover the event and access to summit venues, even though they had been granted short-term journalist visas to enter the country. Chinese authorities told the German government that “the journalists already knew why” they were not given press credentials. In his statement responding to the incident, Deutsche Welle Director General Peter Limbourg alluded to the possibility that the refusal was due to Deutsche Welle’s coverage of China. “Whether this represents a ‘punishment’ for critical reporting or whatever motivation led to this situation is not the deciding matter. Whoever tries through such methods to hinder free reporting about an international event at which the German federal chancellor is participating is a poor host.”

Visa Denials and Bureau License Denials: Exclusion of Online Media

Although the Regulations on Foreign Journalists and Permanent Offices of Foreign Media Organizations do not explicitly exclude foreign online media from opening bureaus, there is evidence that the Chinese government, in practice, does in fact exclude online media ventures from establishing presences in China.

In 2008, the Boston-based website GlobalPost’s application to establish a permanent office was denied. This denial was repeated in 2011, when the online site tried to reapply under the umbrella of the television show, PBS News Hour. In 2009, the Chinese authorities denied the French online media organization Mediapart.fr its bureau application. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs told the site that ‘blogs’ could not open bureaus in mainland China.

In addition to the hurdle of receiving a bureau license, reporters from online media have been blocked from receiving long-term residency visas. In 2014 and 2015, Matt Sheehan, then the China correspondent for The Huffington Post, was granted only an extended temporary journalist visa after The Huffington Post’s informal request for a long-term residency visa went unanswered by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Sheehan, who now writes about China from San Francisco, told PEN America that The Huffington Post reached out to MOFA officials to find out whether they might grant him a long-term residency visa for in 2014. After seven months of silence, he said, he was about to give up, when the Ministry contacted him and said they would give him the short-term visa instead. When the visa expired, he asked his Ministry contacts if he could apply for the long-term visa. Instead, they again issued him a short-term visa. Sheehan told PEN America he was given the impression that they did not want to issue an online news platform a long-term visa—which would, in essence, establish a bureau.

A journalist for GlobalPost, on the other hand, was denied a short-term visa. Benjamin Carlson, who is now a correspondent for the AFP in Beijing, told PEN America that GlobalPost applied for a long-term residency visa for him around May 2014. “When I first met with MOFA at the beginning of the process, I was told it would be ‘very difficult’ for online media to get a visa because it didn’t have a process to approve them,” said Carlson. But when, in November 2014, Xinhua reported that reporters for Chinese online news media were to gain press credentials similar to those granted other Chinese journalists, Carlson became hopeful that he would also be given at least a short-term visa. However, almost a year after he applied, in June 2015, Carlson was told his application would not be approved.

As of the writing of this report, as far as PEN America has been able to determine, China has not granted any journalist for an online news organization a long-term residency visa, which means no online organization has been able to officially set up a bureau. This series of refusals appears to operate as a de facto veto against allowing foreign online news organizations a standing presence within the country.

Travel Restrictions to Tibet and Xinjiang

Chinese officials attempt to tightly control reporting on the Tibetan Autonomous Region (TAR) and Xinjiang Autonomous Region (Xinjiang). Both areas are home to large populations of ethnic minorities and have been the sites of widespread, and sometimes violent, protests—often in reaction to Chinese policy, which many advocates consider to be repressive. Foreign reporters told PEN America they face more problems from authorities in these two regions than anywhere else in China. Reporters told PEN America that in both regions they have faced bullying from local authorities and at times been forced to leave without being able to conduct any interviews. Reporters also said their sources in these regions have been harassed by authorities.

Since 2007, the only geographic area for which foreign journalists still require prior permission for entry is the Tibetan Autonomous Region. The policy reflects Beijing’s extreme sensitivity about its sovereignty over the TAR, which many Tibetan scholars and advocates debate. In March 2008, after a wave of violent protests against Beijing’s
rule broke out in Tibet, the Chinese government forced foreign journalists who were already in the region or had managed to enter the region in the aftermath of the violence to leave, putting them back on outbound flights.278 Since then, tensions have remained high.

Many journalists who have applied to visit the TAR told PEN America their applications were rejected, and others said they did not bother applying because they felt certain their applications to the regional government would be denied. According to an FCCC survey on reporting conditions in Tibet released in 2015, nearly three quarters of the reporters who sought permission to visit the TAR were rejected.279 Most of those who were granted permission were only allowed on reporting trips organized and controlled by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.280 Only one respondent to the FCCC survey reported receiving approval for an individual reporting trip.281 Reporters told PEN America that although they are not legally required to obtain permission to visit Tibetan regions outside the TAR—which include areas in Sichuan, Gansu, Qinghai and Yunnan provinces—numerous checkpoints in those areas make reporting trips difficult. Local authorities often force reporters to leave.282 “In the past couple of years, we’ve had real problems in the Tibetan plateau,” Jo Floto, BBC’s Asia Bureau Editor, told PEN America. “Even though you are entitled to be in these areas, you often get picked up and told that you need permission and sometimes either sent back or trailed for the rest of your trip, which makes it pretty useless.”283

Reporting trips to the TAR or Tibetan areas organized by the Chinese government resemble regular travel tours for which journalists pay MOFA-specified tour agencies a fee for lodging, transportation and other expenses, and then visit places arranged by the agencies. During the trips, journalists have little chance to do independent reporting or to venture out on their own.284 The FCCC survey shows that three such tour group trips were allowed in 2015, including more than a dozen foreign media outlets. During a November trip, journalists visited monasteries, schools and a factory.

In late August 2016, Jonathan Kaiman, Asia Correspondent for The Los Angeles Times, went on an eight-day government-sponsored trip to Ngawa Tibetan and Qiang Autonomous Prefecture, a Tibetan area in Sichuan province. During this time he and other foreign journalists visited places including natural scenic spots, a monastery, a school, the homes of local residents, and factories. Kaiman told PEN America that the journalists were closely watched. “At any given time, there were probably three times as many officials traveling on this tour as the foreign press, even though it was ostensibly billed as a foreign journalists’ tour.”285 Kaiman said during the entire trip, he was unclear who those “officials” were. “When I asked who they were, they would just say ‘I work here.’ They would give you very vague answers. It was very shady.”286 Kaiman
said it was impossible to leave the tour to do independent reporting. Kaiman told PEN America that there were also Chinese journalists who travelled with them whose job, he concluded, was “mainly to report on us [the foreign journalists] and how we felt about the tour.”

Xinjiang, China’s westernmost province, is home to most of China’s Uyghurs, a Muslim, Turkic- speaking minority, and was brought under Chinese control in the 18th century. Although foreign journalists are technically permitted to travel to the province, it often proves difficult. Beijing tightly monitors and patrols the region, which has experienced widespread unrest due to resentment by the Uyghurs of Beijing’s repressive policies and an influx of migrants from among the Han, China’s largest ethnic group. In July 2009, widespread fighting erupted between Uyghurs and Han settlers, resulting in the deaths of nearly 200 people.

Journalists who have visited Xinjiang told PEN America that local authorities often claim that journalists need some form of local approval in order to gather information and conduct interviews. Some journalists have also reported they were tailed by security officers. PEN America also heard reports of officers or plainclothes security personnel directly interfering with journalists’ attempts to interview residents and take photos. Local residents in Xinjiang are ordered not to speak with foreign journalists. Those who do can face severe punishment (see examples below). Reporters told PEN America Chinese authorities became even more tense in 2014, after a series of deadly attacks allegedly carried out by Xinjiang militants led to the deaths of more than 100 people.

Jo Floto, of the BBC, told PEN America, “On one trip [to Xinjiang], we had officials come to the hotel at 2 o’clock in the morning—they wanted to see our footage.” Officials also ordered the BBC journalists to delete footage. Floto said that in this case and other similar cases, the BBC crew “resists as far as it can and then sometimes the teams decide that there’s no other choice but to delete it.”

One reporter for a news agency recalled a trip to Xinjiang in 2014. Police officers followed the reporting team every step of the way, starting the moment they landed in the area. “We split up, but they had three cars so they followed us everywhere. They intimidated people we spoke to, they followed me into the bathroom and they stayed in the same hotel. It was ridiculous,” the reporter told PEN America.

Julie Makinen of The Los Angeles Times told PEN America that during a trip to Xinjiang in 2014, authorities “camped out” in her hotels in Yarkent and Kashgar and followed her elbow-to-elbow in Yarkent. She said she believes the authorities’ harassment of reporters has led to a decrease in coverage of the area. “I think there’s definitely less reporting on Xinjiang. I think people, after 2014, were pretty exhausted by the process of going there. It’s expensive to go there. So I’d say the number of reports from Xinjiang in 2015 was definitely down. But I do know people who have gone there and have done good work,” Makinen told PEN America. She noted that issues such as terrorism and religious repression are only selectively covered by state media, and that many foreign journalists often rely on state media reports to get a sense of what is going on in a particular region. “If state media has gone dark on it, foreign media really doesn’t know about it unless they go out there and look themselves. And you know, selling editors on a trip like that is not easy.”

Jailing and Harassment of Sources

Almost all of the journalists and news assistants PEN America interviewed said talking to sources has grown more difficult in the last two to three years. Some journalists told PEN America that police had visited their interview subjects to warn them not to talk to foreign media. Others said long-time sources have told them that they are no longer free to talk to foreign press. In a few instances, police have detained sources. According to the 2015 FCCC report, a quarter of journalists who responded to the survey said their sources were harassed, detained, questioned or punished at least once for speaking to them.

In addition, over a dozen journalists told PEN America that fewer people are willing to talk to foreign journalists for fear of being swept up in the government’s intensifying crackdown on all aspects of civil society. Amid this crackdown, interviews with foreign press are seen as grounds for attracting the ire of authorities. On August 1, 2016, for example, prominent human rights lawyer Wang Yu, who had been detained for over a year in Tianjin appeared on Hong Kong TV and confessed her alleged “wrongdoings,” which included speaking to the foreign press. “I… accepted interviews with foreign media. For this, I feel ashamed and express remorse,” Wang said. Wang’s is one of a set of recent ‘confessions’ by detained human rights lawyers and others that observers say are staged.

One Beijing-based European correspondent told PEN America, “Outspoken voices who had been harassed before but did not fear before, now they don’t [talk to me], and they specifically tell me it’s because they think it’s too dangerous for them or they’ve been specifically told by the police not to talk.”

Jailing of Sources

In January 2016, Tibetan entrepreneur and bilingual education advocate Tashi Wangchuk was detained by the police in Yushu, in the northwest province of Qinghai, and later charged with inciting separatism. Tashi’s lawyer, Liang Xiaojun concluded that Tashi was charged as a result of his 2015 interviews with The New York Times, and human rights groups have concluded the same. The Times quoted Tashi in a November 2015 article, and he was the subject of a nine-minute documentary The
DARKENED SCREEN: CONSTRAINTS ON FOREIGN JOURNALISTS IN CHINA

In the article and the documentary, Tashi expressed his concerns over the lack of Tibetan language education in Tibet and Tibetan culture at the hands of the ruling Chinese Communist Party. At the time of this report, Chinese officials have not publicly cited a reason for his arrest. Liang Xiaojun, however, has stated that his review of the police case files shows that the police focused their investigation on Tashi’s interviews with *The Times.*

In two recent cases, interviews with foreign media appeared to serve as grounds for prison sentences. In each case, the accused had spoken with Radio Free Asia, which is funded by the U.S. government, as well as with independent foreign media outlets. In January 2016, a court in Urumqi, in the Xinjiang Autonomous Region, sentenced Han activist Zhang Haitao to 19 years in prison for “inciting subversion of state power” and “providing intelligence overseas.” Among other accusations, the court cited interviews Zhang gave to Radio Free Asia (RFA) and to other overseas-based Chinese-language media outlets. And in May 2014, police in the Xinjiang capital, Urumqi, detained a Uyghur woman, Patigul Ghulam, one month after she granted an interview to RFA to discuss the disappearance of her son’s after the 2009 riots in Xinjiang. Authorities released Ghulam two years later in May 2016 after a closed trial. The verdict was never made public.

On May 31, 2014, the *Financial Times* published an interview with Australian-Chinese artist Guo Jian about his art to commemorating the 25th anniversary of the Tiananmen Square massacre. A day later, on June 1, the Beijing police detained Guo for alleged visa violations. Tom Mitchell, who interviewed Guo, told PEN America that the FT first decided to hold off publicizing the detention because Mitchell thought Guo might be released within hours. “I thought rushing out a story might make the situation worse. When it became clear the next morning that this was not something that was going to go away, we ran an article.” The FT published an article about Guo’s detention on June 2.

On June 6, The Foreign Ministry said that Guo “committed fraud to obtain a temporary residence permit and was discovered by the Beijing police.” But friends of Guo as well as FT journalists believed Guo was targeted because of his outspoke interview with the FT. Guo himself also believes his detention was the government’s direct response to the interview. “The first thing the police officers did when they broke into my studio was to look for my Tiananmen artwork, and I immediately knew why they came,” Guo told PEN America. “So when they told me that I violated visa regulations at the police station, I just gave up on defending myself.”

According to reports from Guo’s friends and journalists at the scene, Beijing police accompanied Guo to his art studio dressed in detention center clothes, confiscated his computer and smashed the Tiananmen Square replica he had made. Guo was summarily expelled from China after 15 days in detention. Guo told PEN America that before his expulsion, the police took him to the hallway outside of his cell and forced him to sign an expulsion form. “It was very dark in the hallway, as we were far away from the lights, and I could not see what was written on the form. I believe the police intentionally did not want me to see what was in it. I signed the form under the circumstance that I was completely unclear what was written on the form.” After Guo signed the form, a police officer told him on their way to the airport that he could not enter China in the next five years.

Harassment of Sources

Edward Wong, who has been in Beijing for *The New York Times* since 2008 and became bureau chief in 2014, told PEN America of several cases in which security forces (the police or Ministry of State Security officers) had contacted people quoted by The Times. Wong said that he had observed an increase in the number of incidents after the paper ran the Wen Jiabao wealth exposé and later during the tenure of Xi Jinping.

One broadcast reporter told PEN America about a 2014 trip to Sichuan province to cover a story on protests against a chemical plant. The journalist had arranged to interview a person recommended by a friend. “The source had been more than happy to talk to me, and we talked many times [over the phone],” the reporter told PEN America. But the reporter suspects the friend who put the journalist in touch with the interview subject had been under surveillance by local police, because when the journalist later called the source to confirm an in-person interview, “she was being interrogated by the police.”

News Assistants

News assistants at foreign media organizations are Chinese nationals who are hired to assist the work of foreign journalists. Some news bureaus call them “researchers,” “analysts” or “producers.” Under Chinese law they are not allowed to work as reporters for foreign organizations. On a personal level, news assistants complained to PEN that this prohibits them from developing professionally. More broadly, this infringes on press freedoms in that Chinese authorities prevent Chinese professionals from undertaking the full range of journalistic work simply because their employers are foreign companies.

Registration Requirements

Under the 2008 Regulations on News Coverage by Permanent Offices of Foreign Media Organizations and Foreign Journalists and related decrees, foreign media organizations or journalists can only “hire Chinese citizens to do auxiliary work, such as photographing, videotaping and organizing materials.” Chinese nationals are prohibited from holding the title of reporter and “cannot conduct
Foreign news organizations are required to hire Chinese nationals through the state-run Beijing Service Bureau for Diplomatic Missions (BDS), which is the news assistants’ legal employer and which charges foreign news organization bureaus a management fee of approximately $100 a month for each assistant. Some foreign news bureaus choose not to register their assistants with the BDS to avoid paying the management fee as well as additional insurance fees charged by the government.

Before the 2008 Beijing Olympics, foreign correspondents had to hire news assistants from a pool selected by the BDS. As a result, the assistants were considered loyal to the BDS, and it was assumed that they played a role in monitoring foreign journalists for government purposes. In the run-up to the Olympics, the BDS became increasingly willing to accept news assistants hired independently by foreign news organizations as long as they registered with the BDS.

Most journalists PEN America interviewed said they registered their assistants and thought it would be irresponsible not to do so. Several said that not registering them would give the Chinese authorities grounds to harass or even expel the foreign journalists. Others said registration was important for news assistants because it gave them legal standing in case they ran into trouble with authorities. “We’re very strict about registering people with [the BDS]. It is a hurdle we have to go through but it gives them a press card. It gives them something to show [to authorities],” said Jo Floto of BBC.

Detention of news assistants
Most journalists and news assistants told PEN America that Chinese authorities—particularly from the Ministry of State Security—have a long record of harassing news assistants. However, several incidents over the last three years have demonstrated that Chinese news assistants working for foreign media face significantly greater risks when performing their duties while enjoying less protection than do their foreign colleagues.

The most egregious treatment of a news assistant in recent years was the nine-month detention of news assistant Zhang Miao. In late September 2014, Zhang and her boss, Angela Köckritz of German newspaper Die Zeit, were in Hong Kong reporting on the pro-democracy Umbrella protest movement. On October 1, Zhang returned to Beijing and planned to interview Chinese supporters and opponents of the Hong Kong democracy campaign. Köckritz remained in Hong Kong. On the afternoon of October 2, Zhang was on her way to a poetry reading organized by artists in support of the Hong Kong protests when police stopped her and forced her into a police car.

Zhang shared with PEN America her experience following that point (edited phone conversation):

“I was taken to a detention center. They [the police] left me there, without saying a word to me. I was so cold and hungry. It was not until 5am in the morning that they started to interrogate me. I told the police officers what I did in Hong Kong, who I met, etc. I wasn’t allowed to sleep for about two or three days straight as they were constantly asking me questions. Later, they covered my head in a black hood and took me to a place I still have no idea where it was. I couldn’t see but I could hear. When I arrived, I heard an officer shouting, ‘Where is Zhang Miao? Where is Zhang Miao?’ I heard a person who was also detained ask, ‘Where are we going now?’ The officer replied, ‘To bury you alive!’ I heard a lot of rattling noises. It felt like they were doing something to completely seal the place. Every time when I wanted to go to the restroom, they put the black hood over my head again. They didn’t beat me, but I was not allowed to sleep for the first three days and four nights. I counted this in my head. There were 10 people, paired in twos, who took turns to watch and interrogate me. I was ordered to sit in the chair all the time and was prevented from standing up to walk.”

Zhang’s treatment is indicative of how Chinese news assistants can face harsh the full brunt of coercive measures from authorities. PEN America notes that the treatment of Zhang may rise to the level of ill-treatment or torture; the UN Committee Against Torture, for example, has commented on sleep deprivation and hooding as a form of ill-treatment or torture.

After Zhang was detained, Köckritz notified the German embassy and the FCCC. Köckritz and Zhang’s brother and step-mother went to the Beijing No.1 Detention Center, where they suspected she was held, but the police refused to tell them anything. Police did not allow Zhou Shifeng, the lawyer retained by Zhang’s family, to meet with her. On October 8, Zhang’s family was served a detention notice that Zhang was detained on suspicion of “picking quarrels and provoking trouble”—a catch-all charge under China’s criminal law frequently deployed by authorities to silence critics—and confirmed that she was being held at the No.1 Detention Center.

On October 12, Köckritz met with police officers, who accused Köckritz of organizing the Hong Kong protests and suggested she might be a spy. Fearing for her own safety, Köckritz fled China the following day. In November, Zhang was transferred to a detention center in Tongzhou, a suburb of Beijing, where she learned that the police had arrested about 100 artists and activists who voiced their support for the Hong Kong protests, including six who had attended the poetry reading. In January 2015, after closed-door diplomatic efforts between the German government and the Chinese government failed to secure Zhang’s freedom, Köckritz published an article on Die Zeit detailing the story of Zhang’s detention.

Zhang told PEN America that on July 9, 2015, an officer
editorial offices haven’t registered their assistants for some time because that would have meant more monitoring from the Ministry of State Security—and it’s also more expensive. Now I’m wondering if that would have somehow protected her. The authorities will undoubtedly exploit this fact. I feel guilty.” Moritz Mueller-Wirth, an editor at Die Zeit, told the Washington Post that Die Zeit’s editorial board decided not to register Zhang to shield her from “the supervision of state security.” Köckritz did not respond to PEN America’s request for an interview to discuss the case further.

The last time a news assistant had been jailed for such a prolonged period of time was over a decade ago. In September 2004, New York Times news assistant Zhao Yan was arrested after the newspaper published an article correctly predicting the retirement of former President Jiang Zemin from the top position of China’s military. Zhao was accused of leaking the information, allegations The New York Times denied. He was sentenced to three years after being convicted of an unrelated fraud charge.

On May 13, 2014, police authorities in Chongqing picked up Xin Jian, a news assistant for Japanese financial newspaper Nihon Keizai Shimbun (Nikkei), from her home on suspicion of “picking quarrels and provoking trouble.” Xin’s detention was apparently related to the investigation of prominent human rights lawyer Pu Zhiqiang, who had been detained earlier under the same charge. Xin had assisted Nikkei’s reporter with an interview with Pu. Xin’s
The objective, Floto said, was to intimidate the assistant. 356

David Barboza of The New York Times said the effort he spent on protecting his news assistants was “exhausting.” “After 2012, I was targeted more. I cut down the work of news assistants, I told them only a small part of what I was doing. I found other people to do the work. It made my job ten times harder. I was acting like a spy. I had many email accounts. I waited last minute to book tickets. When I travelled, I didn’t tell [the assistants] until I left.” 357

Cyber Attacks and the Great Firewall: Pressures Against Foreign Media on the Web

Within China, the CCP’s policy of “cyberspace sovereignty” explicitly prioritizes the goal of government control over the internet within the country. China’s sophisticated and pervasive online censorship system—dubbed “The Great Firewall”—allows the government to block websites from view, and authorities apparently have not hesitated to use this power against media outlets—or against specific stories that they regard as too critical. But beyond this, evidence suggests that foreign media outlets are targets for cyber-attacks from state-sanctioned Chinese hackers. 358 Almost all reporters with whom PEN America spoke about online security issues shared their belief that their online communications are monitored by Chinese authorities.

The result is the creation of several layers of censorship. Not only are offending online stories censored by the government, but foreign journalists consistently engage in second-guessing and monitoring what they say over the telephone or on social media, fearful of communicating online out of the concern that their words are not private.

Monitoring, Hacking, Phishing: Cyber-Attacks Targeting Foreign Journalists and their Sources

In January 2013, the Wall Street Journal and The New York Times released back-to-back articles revealing how they had been hacked by groups believed to have links with the Chinese government. The New York Times article, which ran January 30, reported that Chinese hackers had “persistently attacked” the media outlet over the past four months, ever since The Times ran the article on Wen Jiabao’s family wealth, which led to its being blocked online. 359 The next day, the Wall Street Journal reported that its own computer systems had been infiltrated by Chinese hackers, “apparently to monitor its China coverage.” 360 Chinese officials have denied that the government was involved. 361

The New York Times said that the hackers broke into the email accounts of David Barboza and former Beijing bureau chief Jim Yardley. “What they appeared to be looking for,” The Times concluded, “were the names of people who might have provided information to Mr. Barboza.” 362 The Wall Street Journal similarly found that its journalists in Beijing were among the targets of the email hack against them, and noted that “Journal sources on occasion have
become hard to reach after information identifying them was included in emails.365

In reporting on their own hacks—for which both media outlets hired cybersecurity specialists to investigate—both The Times and the Journal dug deeper into the prevalence of Chinese state-sanctioned hacking of foreign media outlets. The Wall Street Journal reported that “Chinese hackers for years have targeted major U.S. media companies.”364 and The Times reported Chinese hackers had begun targeting Western journalists in 2008.365 According to cybersecurity consultancy firm Mandiant, there is evidence that Chinese hackers had stolen emails, contacts and files from more than 30 journalists and executives at Western media outlets. Additionally, certain journalists are on hackers’ “short list” and are repeatedly hacked.366

Other targets for Chinese hackers may have included Bloomberg News and the Associated Press. After it published the Xi Jinping story in June 2012, Bloomberg News discovered the company computer system had been compromised. A spokesman for Bloomberg confirmed that hackers had made attempts to infiltrate the company’s computers but that “no computer systems or computers were compromised.”367 The Associated Press revealed that it was also a victim of cyberattacks, seemingly intended to uncover identities of sources for news articles that were critical of the Chinese government.368

Chinese government-sanctioned hacking appears to be ongoing. Edward Wong of The New York Times told PEN America that the newspaper has become aware of other recent instances in which security officers have attempted to monitor the internet network in The Times’s Beijing office.369 In March 2015, Chinese government-related hackers attacked Github, a website that hosts code for programmers, in an apparent effort to force Github to stop making the websites of The New York Times accessible to people inside China without using a Virtual Private Network (VPN) to circumvent censorship.370

Although attacks targeting media company computer systems make news headlines, journalists also struggle with everyday technological problems that seem to indicate their electronic communications are compromised. Journalists told PEN America that they act under the assumption that all their electronic communications in China are monitored.

One news assistant from a Western media company told PEN America that the assistant’s Gmail account has shown the message “your account is under state-sponsored attack” several times;371 Gmail displays such a message when its systems indicate a government-sponsored third-party is trying to access a user’s account.372 During meetings with the police, officers told the same news assistant explicitly that his phone conversations were monitored.373

Reporters from one news organization told PEN America that shortly after Bloomberg News ran the Xi story, at least two reporters there received suspicious emails purporting to be from Michael Forsythe, the lead reporter of the Bloomberg story. These emails asked the staff about what stories the news organization planned to write. The reporters told PEN America that the email from Forsythe was well-crafted and “really sounded like him.”374 When the reporters contacted Forsythe to verify that Forsythe had sent the emails, however, Forsythe denied that the emails came from him.375 Those that PEN America spoke with acknowledged that they could not confirm who was behind the phishing incident; however, they assumed because of the timing and the nature of the emails that it could have been the government’s attempt to monitor the news organization’s upcoming stories.

It is important to note in these instances, it has been impossible to confirm who was involved. No government is in the habit of transparency regarding its cyber-activities, and government cyber-activity is even harder to trace than in-person monitoring or harassment. The Chinese government has consistently denied allegations that it engages in any form of cyber-attacks. However, these incidents are useful in or illustrating cyber-tactics that may have been used by unknown parties against foreign outlets in China, and for demonstrating the depth of concern that foreign journalists have about the safety of their confidential newsgathering information.

The Great Firewall: Blocking the Websites of Foreign Media

The Chinese government has a practice of blocking websites of international news media after they report on politically sensitive topics, but it does not target every news outlet. Those websites more likely to be blocked are news outlets with a large audience or with international name recognition. “I think the authorities focus on big media. It’s really about influence,” one European reporter told PEN America.376 The blocking of international news organizations’ websites has inevitably resulted in lower website traffic and decreased readership for those websites. Though people in China can still use Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) to circumvent the Great Firewall and reach banned sites, the number of Chinese citizens using VPNs is still low: a 2015 study estimates that less than 5% of China’s population uses circumvention tools.377 Use of VPNs—for both organizations and individuals—is highly restricted in China.378 And in recent years, Chinese authorities have begun to intermittently block certain VPNs, making evading internet censorship even more difficult.379

Lu Wei, the founding director of China’s Cyberspace Administration, who stepped down this year, promoted the idea of individual nations holding “internet sovereignty” and defended China’s right to block foreign news websites.380 When asked by a reporter why websites such as Facebook have been blocked in China, Lu said he did not know of any sites being blocked, but added that China could “choose who can come to our home and be our guest.”381
The websites of Spain’s largest circulation Spanish newspaper, *El País*, the French daily, *Le Monde*, and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) all became inaccessible in mainland China in January 2014 after the sites published reports on relatives of current and former Chinese leaders using secretive offshore companies to hide their wealth.\(^{395}\) The news outlets’ reports included details of offshore holdings of President Xi Jinping’s brother-in-law and former Prime Minister Wen Jiabao’s son and son-in-law. Five of the former and current members of the Politburo Standing Committee, China’s most powerful governing body of seven people (previously nine), were also implicated in the revelation. The CBC had previously been blocked for several months in 2008, after it aired a documentary about the banned religion Falun Gong.\(^{383}\)

After suffering intermittent blocking in 2012 and 2013, in June 2014, both the English and Chinese sites of the *Wall Street Journal* were blocked, ostensibly for their coverage of the 25th anniversary of the Tiananmen Square protests.\(^{384}\) The websites remain blocked as of the writing of the report.

The Chinese-language site of Reuters was blocked for a month in November 2013, allegedly for its reporting on a story about JP Morgan Chase’s financial relationship with Wen Jiabao’s daughter.\(^{385}\) And on March 20, 2015, Reuters reported that all languages of its news sites, including those in Chinese and English, were blocked in mainland China.\(^{386}\) “It was not immediately clear why users were hindered from using the Reuters sites,” the Reuters story on the incident said.\(^{387}\) However, according to an internal company memo obtained by PEN America, the block was the Cyberspace Administration’s response to a February 25 article published on Reuters’ English language website about authorities handing down a four-year sentence to a Chinese dissident for writing articles criticizing China’s propaganda chief, Liu Yunshan.\(^{388}\) The Cyberspace Administration had threatened to punish Reuters if the news agency did not take down the article from its website as well as its terminals.\(^{395}\) It was only after Reuters refused to comply, citing company principles, that Reuters’s websites were blocked. “They [the CAC] saw the article as an attack on Liu Yunshan,” a Reuters source told PEN America.\(^{390}\)

In April 2016, the websites of the *Economist* and *Time* magazine became inaccessible, apparently over the magazines’ critical cover stories of President Xi Jinping.\(^{395}\) Both articles discussed the growing power Xi had amassed, the cult of personality he had built, and the tightening control he was exerting on China.\(^{392}\) Hannah Beech of *Time* told PEN America that she was summoned to MOFA after the story was published. During the meeting, the MOFA official asked Beech whether the *Economist* and *Time* had collaborated to run covers of Xi the same week. “I explained that this was a pure coincidence, and they did not seem to believe that. They intimated that the Western media was an arm of Western governments and that our coverage was indicative of a hostility that the Western governments—and in particular the American and British governments—had toward China.”\(^{393}\)

Rosie Blau of the *Economist* told PEN America that the magazine’s Beijing Bureau Chief, John Parker, was also called in for a meeting at MOFA after the Xi story came out. In addition, diplomats from the Chinese embassy in London visited the *Economist*’s London office, expressing their dissatisfaction with the story.\(^{394}\) Rebecca Blumenstein, now Deputy Editor-in-Chief and former Beijing bureau chief of the *Wall Street Journal*, recounted to PEN America that “Jeremy Page, of the *Journal*, was the one who broke the Bo Xilai story, which was a groundbreaking story” in terms of in-depth investigative coverage of high-ranking Chinese officials.\(^{395}\) It was Page’s coverage in 2012 which revealed that Bo Xilai, a high-level Party member, may have covered up the murder of a British businessman. The allegations would eventually lead to Bo’s conviction under charges of embezzlement and other crimes.\(^{396}\) In response, however, the *Wall Street Journal*’s website was shut down for a time before eventually being allowed to reopen.\(^{397}\)

Besides blocking entire websites of certain major news organizations, authorities frequently block individual stories (by blocking the story’s URL) that the Chinese government judges to be politically damaging. For example, on January 22, 2014, *The Guardian*’s story exposing the offshore companies of relatives of China’s top leaders was quickly blocked.\(^{398}\) In April 2016, after articles on the Chinese leadership’s links to the Panama Papers were published, *The Guardian*’s entire site was blocked. Shortly after, the site became accessible again, except for the articles on the Panama Papers.\(^{399}\) BBC and CNN’s TV channels went black temporarily during segments about the Panama Papers, a common practice by the Chinese government to censor sensitive TV news by foreign media.\(^{400}\)

A year after the blocking of its Chinese and English news websites, in October 2013, *The New York Times* launched nytStyle, a Chinese-language lifestyle site modeled after its English-language style site, T Magazine.\(^{401}\) For a brief time, the site was the only *Times* site accessible within China. But a month later, on November 13, 2013, when *The New York Times* published a story on Wen Jiabao’s daughter’s ties to the American investment firm JP Morgan Chase, authorities blocked that site as well.\(^{402}\) Philip Pan, Asia Editor of the *Times*, told PEN America that that there was no content on the lifestyle site that the Chinese government would have found sensitive, and that the blocking of the website “appeared solely intended to punish a foreign media company commercially for its editorial policies rather than to block any objectionable material.”\(^{403}\) In April 2015, the site was re-launched with a new domain name and has remained accessible to this day.\(^{404}\)
THE REACTION OF MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS

There is broad debate, not just among media outlets but across various professions and fields, about how international organizations should respond when faced with pre-conditions, censorship, or other restrictions from the Chinese government. Businesses in general weigh the strength of their opposition to censorship against their desire to access China and their acknowledgment that China’s government is the gatekeeper. PEN America most recently examined these questions in relation to the U.S. publishing industry’s response to censorship of Western books when published in translation in China. For media, there is the question of balancing the commitment to unfettered, probing news coverage against the risk of being unable to report from the country at all. There is also the threat of being barred from the Chinese marketplace for those news organizations that sell information services. These are questions that confront news organizations in many countries worldwide where they seek to operate both journalistically and as businesses. The importance of China in the global dynamic raises the stakes significantly, however.405

Media organizations accept a special obligation to hew to the standards of impartiality, transparency, and honesty: These are the standards, after all, which define journalism.406 Furthermore, in a context where domestic Chinese media is heavily restricted and tightly controlled by the state, foreign media reporting plays an essential role in uncovering and publicizing stories in the public interest: not just for international audiences, but for Chinese audiences. As a result, foreign media have a particular obligation to insist on their rights to report without interference.407

Veteran China correspondents told PEN America that as media organizations have come under increasing pressure from the Chinese government, there is some reluctance to stand up publically to China. Although most reporters said their organizations allowed them to work freely and did not ask them to censor themselves, media organizations as a whole tended not to speak out on China’s poor record on protecting the rights of the press. “It’s about intimidation,” said Jocelyn Ford, former Beijing Bureau Chief for Marketplace, an American public radio program. “So how do you fight against a bully is the question—a rich bully.”408

In some cases, PEN America found that media organizations were bowing directly to Chinese pressure, rather than fighting it. One theme that emerges from a review of media responses to Chinese pressure is that some media entities seem willing to define themselves as, or confine themselves to, reporting on financial and economic issues. As David Schlesinger, former editor-in-chief of Reuters, told PEN America, “I think a lot of news organizations that have gone to China have defined their Chinese site as being much more economics, business, or lifestyle oriented than political. [Because] if you define yourself as a Chinese politics and economics site, then you have to write the Xi Jinping stories and you will get blocked.”409

Bloomberg and Code 204
As previously discussed, the majority of Bloomberg L.P.’s revenues within China come from sales of its financial data and news terminals within the country. According to The New York Times, Bloomberg has long applied a system of self-censorship to the news reported on these terminals.410 In 2013, The Times reported that Bloomberg used a unique signifier—Code 204, also known as Class 204 internally—to ensure that certain stories did not appear on its terminals in China. The system had reportedly been in place since 2011.411 Bloomberg employees explained that stories were designated ‘Code 204’ if editors deemed the story might upset Chinese leaders, and complained to The Times that the code was loosely applied and kept many important stories off of terminals placed in China.412 “A lot of people rationalize it and say it’s not self-censorship,” The Times quotes one unnamed employee. “I disagree with them.”413

Reuters’ increased vetting requirements
Three Reuters journalists told PEN America that soon after all Reuters websites were blocked in March 2015, the company instituted a new vetting system that requires every human rights story about China to be cleared by the Reuters Beijing bureau chief or the Shanghai bureau chief.44 If either bureau chief “thinks they are explosive,” as one reporter said, the stories must be further vetted by Alix Freedman, the global editor for ethics and standards based in New York. The journalists told PEN America that Reuters does not subject other stories about China or human rights stories outside China to this level of scrutiny. In addition, the journalists said, Reuters has begun requiring reporters to make multiple requests for comment from the
government and to wait longer for responses on human rights and other politically sensitive stories in China, especially stories involving online censorship.

According to PEN America’s interview with these sources, Reuters editors told reporters that the new system is intended to ensure the news agency gives Chinese authorities a fair chance to respond to potentially negative stories. But the Reuters reporters with whom PEN America spoke said the system has made it more difficult to publish news stories on human rights in a timely fashion, because the Chinese authorities often do not respond or delay responding. These stories had previously been treated the same as other Reuters stories, which are routinely cleared for publication after a reporter requests comment either by fax or telephone. “I think it’s self-censorship,” one Reuters reporter told PEN America in describing the new vetting system. The reporter added: “You’re writing a story and it’s about something sensitive. Suppose it’s about a dissident, and you say this guy was taken into custody. You give a factual assessment based on what their lawyer said or their spouse said. You won’t get police comment because they won’t comment. There are all these layers of vetting…. If it gets to Alix [Freedman], there are all these different questions, but you can’t get the answers. Because you can’t get the answers to the questions, you go back to the story and water down the story. The end result is the story gets softened.”

“I had three human rights stories, pitched and accepted, reported and written, and they were spiked at the final leg,” another Reuters reporter told PEN America. The reporter said editors killed one of the articles after insisting that it include an official statistic that the government does not collect. The layers of vetting create a disincentive for some reporters and have resulted in Reuters publishing fewer human rights stories, according to this reporter.

Reuters does produce hard-hitting human rights stories. In November 2015, Reuters began a series of investigative stories on China’s efforts to expand its influence abroad. One piece described the intimidation tactics that China used at the United Nations Human Rights Council in Geneva to stifle critics of the country’s human rights record. Another story explained how Beijing used agents to infiltrate and spy on Uyghur exile communities. A third piece examined China’s covert financial support of a Buddhist sect that helped it spread negative stories about the Dalai Lama, the spiritual leader exiled from Tibet in 1959. Reporters who criticized the new vetting system said it primarily affected shorter stories, or those about lesser-known activists. One reporter said it appeared that editors were unwilling to risk upsetting the government unless the stories were particularly significant and would earn the news agency “prestige.”

Another Reuters reporter told PEN America that the stricter rule regarding seeking comment from the government could be a result of increased pressure from authorities which regulate Reuters’ websites as well as its data terminals in China. Because Reuters is only licensed to provide economic and financial information to its terminal subscribers in China, officials have complained about “non-economic stories” appearing on Reuters terminals in China. According to this Reuters reporter, for example, government officials complained to Reuters about an article on a new book that presented evidence suggesting China’s former premier Zhou Enlai was gay, asking how the book related to the Chinese economy.

Selectivity in Terms of What to Publish in Chinese

China has about 700 million internet users, a huge market for news consumption. Major international news organizations’ Chinese language sites—when not blocked—are widely popular in China because they often publish material that more tightly controlled domestic sites cannot. Because of this popularity, however, the Chinese authorities tend to be far more concerned about these international news sites produced in Chinese than they are about English language sites. This poses a challenge for foreign media companies seeing to tap the large and upwardly mobile Chinese market.

David Bandurski, a researcher with the China Media Project at the University of Hong Kong, believes that foreign media companies will inevitable face trade-offs between journalistic integrity and freedom in covering all aspects of China, and continued and unfettered access to the Chinese market. “It is ridiculous, almost, to imagine that you can push the envelope and do great coverage in Chinese, and not be impacted on your bottom line,” Bandurski told PEN America.

John Fitzgerald, a professor at Swinburne University in Melbourne, has accused Australia’s public broadcaster, Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC), of censoring coverage on sensitive political subjects in exchange for market access. He cites the April, 2016 “Panama Papers” disclosures, Chinese cyber attacks on the Australian Bureau of Meteorology, and Chinese dissident artist Ai Weiwei’s Australian exhibition as among the politically sensitive topics that the ABC’s Chinese-language site did not cover. The ABC denied the allegations but also said Chinese site was not intended to be a news website and is instead designed to “present and promote Australian stories, values and perspectives” in China.

It is not just Western outlets that may choose to differentiate their Chinese-language and their English-language coverage. Most recently, the South China Morning Post (SCMP), Hong Kong’s main English newspaper, abruptly shuttered its Chinese-language in early September of 2016. Current and past employees of the SCMP reportedly were not informed beforehand about the decision to shutter the site, and as of this report it is unclear the reasons behind the closure, although a company spokesperson said the closure would allow the company...
to “align resources towards further growth.” The SCMP was bought in December 2015 by Chinese magnate Jack Ma’s company AliBaba. A spokesperson for AliBaba at the time described the rationale for buying the SCMP as challenging “negative” portrayals of China in the Western media, and though they promised not to censor articles, a former SCMP editor argued the move might increase the urge for SCMP employees to self-censor on sensitive political issues.

There are several reasons why stories may differ between two different-language sites. Some editors told PEN America they did not have enough money or translators to translate very story that appears in English into Chinese. But in a detailed examination of Chinese-language sites, PEN America found that foreign media companies may not translate the most sensitive stories from their English language sites—such as those on human rights or potentially corrupt behavior by top Chinese leaders.

Lost in Translation: A Review of ‘Panama Papers’ Coverage

In order to document the differences in content between the English-language webpages for leading media outlets and their Chinese-language pages, PEN America selected a few commercial news outlets and compared their coverage of the April 2016 Panama Papers story in their original language with the coverage on their Chinese sites in the days after the news broke of the leaked documents—which detailed a network of shell companies and offshore accounts set up by Panama law firm Mossack Fonseca to help some of the world’s richest and most politically connected people hide their money. The Papers mentioned the names of at least eight relatives of top Chinese leaders who were associated with the network of tax havens set up by Mossack Fonseca.

The Chinese government moved quickly to censor news of the leak. A Communist Party directive ordered all Chinese news organizations to “please self inspect and delete all content related to the Panama Papers’ leak,” according to the China Digital Times, a website that documents Chinese censorship. In addition, Chinese censors blacked out stories broadcast on CNN and the BBC on the papers and blocked stories on the papers on the website of the British newspaper The Guardian.
On April 3, the Financial Times published dozens of stories on the leaks. Among them, at least two articles dealt specifically with Chinese ties to the leaks: “Panama Papers prompt muted China response” on April 5 and “Panama Papers tie more top China leaders to offshore companies” on April 6.439 The former—on the Chinese government’s silence about the revelation—was translated into Chinese and published on FTChinese, while the latter—about relatives of Chinese top leaders who were tied to the papers—was not.436

A search of the name “Deng Jiagui,” a business tycoon and Xi Jinping’s brother-in-law, who was implicated in the leaks, on FT’s English site showed seven articles containing the name.437 PEN America’s search indicated that only two of them have been translated into Chinese and published on FTChinese.438

The Economist’s English-language website, blocked since April after a cover story on Xi, published an article titled “the Panama papers embarrass China’s leaders” on April 7.439 The article did not appear on the Economist’s bilingual mobile app. Each month, 30 articles from the Economist’s website are translated into Chinese and published on both English and Chinese on the app, which is accessible in China. The app, the Economist Global Business Review, displays articles that focus on finance, business and technology sectors. In the month of April, during which time much of the Panama Papers were leaked, of the 30 articles the app published, only one article was about the leaks but made no mention of China.440

In response to queries from PEN America, the Economist responded that their policies for article selection for the Global Business Review “most certainly are not the result of pressure from any government. GBR is a global bilingual business product, and offers global stories for a global audience … The two stories you refer to ... would not have been published in GBR regardless of what country they were about because they fall outside the scope of the app’s business mandate.”441

All of Reuters’ news websites have been inaccessible since March 2015.442 The English language site published two articles on the Chinese government’s censorship of coverage of the Panama Papers and its reaction to the disclosures in the Papers: “China limits coverage and denounces Panama Papers’ tax haven revelations,” on April 4 and “China foreign minister says clarification needed on Panama Papers” on April 8.443 Neither of the articles appeared on Reuters’ Chinese site.444 However, the Chinese site translated several articles on other world leaders who were implicated in the leaks, such as then British Prime Minister David Cameron and Russian President Vladimir Putin.445 A search of “Deng Jiagui,” Xi Jinping’s brother-in-law, on Reuters’ English site resulted in two articles.447 Neither of the articles appears on the Chinese site.448

PEN America’s research also shows that many of the human rights related stories on Reuters’ English language site were not published on Reuters’ Chinese language site. A search of the name of prominent human rights lawyer “Pu Zhiqiang,” who was jailed from 2014 to 2015, on the English language site, resulted in 48 articles, but only two articles mentioned his name on its Chinese site—and both were published in 2013.449 There is no mention of the name “Gao Yu,” the prominent journalist who was also imprisoned from 2014 to 2015, on the Chinese website, while 35 articles mentioned her name on the English site, according to search results on Reuters’ websites.450

Every English story that Reuters reporters write appears on the company’s financial data terminals; unlike Bloomberg, Reuters does not have a formalized designation system for keeping any of its English language stories off of terminals in China. But sources told PEN America that Reuters’ Chinese language team does not report or translate sensitive topics such as human rights for the Chinese-language terminals or the Chinese-language website.451 “It is sort of a long-standing policy that what we do in English on sensitive political stories doesn’t get translated,” a Reuters source told PEN America.452

In early April, the website of Fortune magazine published many articles on the Panama Papers leaks, at least three of which focus on Chinese connections to the leaks.453 However, PEN America did not find a single article about the Papers on the magazine’s Chinese site.454

PEN America’s research did not identify a difference in The New York Times’s coverage of the leaks on its English site and the Chinese site. In the days following the leaks, The New York Times published two articles on Chinese top leaders’ linkage with the Panama Papers.455 Both articles appeared in Chinese on the Times’s Chinese site, which is blocked, and its Chinese mobile app, which is not blocked.456 The New York Times mobile app, previously blocked, has been accessible since late 2015, according to Philip Pan, Asia Editor of The Times.457 The New York Times worked with GreatFire, an internet freedom advocacy group, in creating an Android app in an attempt to circumvent China’s blockage of the site.458 A search of the name “Deng Jiagui” on the English site of The Times resulted in eight articles. All eight articles were translated into Chinese and appear on the Chinese site.459
CONCLUSIONS
A Shrinking Space for Foreign Journalism

There has never been a time when foreign media has operated without restriction in China. But as this report demonstrates, increased pressures are being brought to bear against both foreign journalists and foreign media outlets. The tenure of Xi Jinping—as General Secretary of the Communist Party and as President of the People’s Republic of China—has been marked by an increased set of pressures against foreign journalists. Crackdowns against human rights lawyers and others have fostered an environment where sources are particularly reluctant to speak to foreign media. At the same time Xi’s anti-corruption drive has stiffened state secrecy over business and economic information that might reflect poorly on China’s elites or the Party. Lack of access to various places—from courtrooms and airports, to Tibet and Xinjiang, to the Internet—is compounded by lack of access to information. Regular bureaucratic interactions—such as applying for a visa—become opportunities for authorities to challenge foreign journalists’ ability to report in China.

Physical areas where traditional reporting ordinarily occurs—high-profile trials, anniversaries of major events, demonstrations or expected protest actions—have become contested spaces for media freedom, with journalists often placing themselves at risk simply by trying to gain access. When CNN reporter David Mackenzie was physically removed from trying to cover a high-profile trial in early 2014, his ouster reflected China’s stance that foreign journalists may be brazenly obstructed from covering even matters of significant global interest.

PEN America’s report also suggests that China is reconceiving the unwritten boundaries of what coverage is considered acceptable. Foreign reporters and media outlets are facing increased pressure not to report on economic and financial issues, as well as matters of politics and human rights. As authorities widen their definition of what is ‘off-limits’, the space for unimpeded reporting on one of the world’s most important stories is narrowing. Authorities increasingly will not respond even to inquiries about governmental statistics, illustrating how even basic information is becoming harder to come by. As the world’s need to better understand an increasingly powerful and globally integrated China increases, the information available to foster such understanding is being choked off.

The hostile environment against foreign journalists is being fueled by efforts to publicly mark Western media outlets as not only biased, but part of a coordinated international effort to damage China’s reputation. Western journalists have been accused of being propagandists for their home countries, of encouraging people or organizations seen as subversive or dissident, or of coordinating critical stories in a deliberate effort to paint a negative picture of China. Chinese journalists have been forbidden, under threat of punishment, from providing information and research to foreign counterparts. This suspicion on the part of Chinese authorities fosters an antagonistic relationship with foreign press, both in individual interactions and through laws and regulation.

Journalists do not operate in a vacuum; instead, they rely on sources willing to speak with them and assistants able to help them navigate less familiar terrain. Within China, these pillars upholding the work of foreign journalists have been targeted. Within this report are stories of sources canceling interviews, Chinese news assistants facing sustained harassment, and outlets facing retaliation and cyber-attacks for publishing. The sum of all these pressures take their tolls on foreign journalists; operating in such an environment is, as The New York Times’ David Barboza described it, “exhausting.”

Media Responses

In response to these pressures, it appears that media outlets have chosen varying approaches. One is to define an outlet’s presence within China (or more specifically, its Chinese-language presence) in limited terms, focusing coverage on areas of business or lifestyle issues that may be seen as less likely to provoke censorship. PEN America notes, however, that as Chinese authorities increase their control over information that involves economic, financial or business concerns, this approach may become even more difficult. The Panama Papers, for example, were in many ways a story about finance and banking, as well as a story about global elites. Another response appears to involve additional vetting measures for stories deemed controversial; such measures may have the benefit of ensuring that such stories are particularly strong before publication, but they also give rise to concerns of self-censorship. A different tactic involves restricting which stories reach Chinese audiences in the Chinese language. And some media simply resign themselves to being blocked, rather than implement a separate standard for their Chinese operations.

The question of what compromises a media organization should make, in a constrained media environment, is not an easy one. Journalists and editors around the world face decisions over how to balance hard-hitting coverage with the desire for continued access, not only to people and institutions but to entire countries. PEN America is not in a position to say that media constraints in China should
In the face of these pressures, press outlets operating in China must offer a united response to censorship attempts: this includes a public commitment to supporting journalists who work on the frontlines; a refusal to pull stories of legitimate public interest as a result of government pressure, and a commitment to running all stories of serious import; regardless of the thematic subject or sensitive nature of the story. Without this unified commitment, concessions from one outlet can—and are—used by the Chinese as a basis to demand that others follow suit.

But news organizations cannot allow others to define their journalistic mission for them, and they cannot readily concede to pressure to constrict their reporting. As this report demonstrates, Chinese authorities appear quite willing to advance their own vision of what role foreign media should play within the country; one that is actively responsive to authorities’ demands and that accepts governmental definitions as to what stories are too controversial.
RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of this report’s findings, PEN America has developed this set of recommendations for the various agencies of the Chinese government; for foreign media outlets operating within the People’s Republic of China; and for other involved parties.

To the Government of the People’s Republic of China:

• Ratify the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Ease restrictions on domestic journalism within China, including through the removal of the system of pre-publication censorship.

• Ensure that the visa process for foreign journalists is not used arbitrarily or in a political manner as a means to punish journalists based on their reporting.

• Refrain from harassment or intimidation of foreign journalists and Chinese news assistants. This includes physical harassment, detention or legal charges in connection to their reporting, or monitoring which creates a hostile atmosphere.

• Refrain from harassment of interview sources for foreign journalists. Refrain from using interviews with foreign media outlets as either elements of any criminal charge, nor evidence in itself of criminal behavior.

• Set in place clear rules allowing for adequate and objective reporting on events of public import, including criminal trials.

• Lift travel restrictions on media visitations to all parts of the country, including Tibet Autonomous Region and Xinjiang.

• Commit to making public information more openly available, both to media outlets and to the public.

• Revise the Regulations on Foreign Journalists and Permanent Offices of Foreign Media Organizations to adequately ensure media freedoms and freedom of expression. Revisions should include allowing Chinese nationals to work independently as reporters for foreign news organizations.

• Revoke any standing regulations preventing domestic journalists from sharing research with foreign journalists.

• Permit foreign media outlets to publish and be disseminated within the country.

• End the practice of online censorship of foreign media sites. This includes both the practice of censoring individual articles and of blocking entire media sites.

To foreign media outlets operating within the People’s Republic of China:

• Commit to full support of both foreign journalists and Chinese news assistants who are targeted by Chinese authorities for their work, including through intimidation, harassment or threats to their digital security and physical safety.

• Ensure that newsrooms and editorial decisions are insulated from business considerations, and that editorial independence is maintained.

• Support other outlets facing pressure or harassment from authorities, including by amplifying and building upon stories considered ‘sensitive’ so that no one outlet can be singled out for recrimination by authorities.

• Undertake periodic independent reviews to ensure that decisions about what stories to cover, and where and when to publish these stories, are not unduly affected by political or commercial considerations. Journalists should be afforded confidentiality during these reviews to ensure they can honestly raise concerns.

• Put in place clear procedures to ensure that Chinese news assistants working with the outlet are protected from pressures that may be brought against them by Chinese authorities.

• Take steps to ensure that stories of interest to Chinese readers are made accessible where possible, even if these stories involve information or themes considered ‘sensitive’ or by Chinese authorities, or are otherwise targets for censorship within China.

• Take affirmative steps to indicate to Chinese readers where stories of interest can be obtained in Chinese or in English.
• Commit to translating stories that involve Chinese leaders or major Chinese entities into Chinese, regardless of sensitivity of subject matter or theme.

To other parties:

• Governments, including through their diplomatic presences within China, should commit to supporting press freedom within the country, including through raising their concerns directly with the Chinese government when such press freedoms are impeded.
• Foreign leaders or dignitaries visiting China should commit to having unimpeded foreign and domestic press coverage of their visit, as a pre-requisite to their visit.
• Foundations and non-profit organizations with relevant mandates should consider investing in investigative coverage of China, to ensure that economic incentives do not diminish the flow of accurate and hard-hitting investigative stories within the country.
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APPENDIX

Requests for Comment and Interview Requests

PEN America faced a series of difficulties and obstacles in conducting the research necessary for this report; in particular, we did not receive responses from the Chinese government despite multiple attempts to reach out, and we received limited responses from foreign media outlets.

The Government of the People’s Republic of China

In preparing this report, PEN America was repeatedly informed about the increasing difficulty in reaching Chinese government agencies for comment or response, especially in regards to press freedoms and other human rights issues. In fact, PEN America found it difficult to even contact the Chinese government, let alone solicit responses to our questions. We made repeated attempts to contact seven different entities within the Chinese government—the Cybersecurity Administration of China, the Beijing Public Security Bureau, the Chinese Embassy to the United Kingdom, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of State Security, the Shanghai Public Security Bureau, and the State Council Information Office—to offer them opportunity for comment. We received no responses.

PEN America sent repeated inquiries, via e-mail and fax, to these agencies where that information was available. PEN America sent information both in English and in Mandarin. PEN America additionally sent requests for comment through automated “Contact Us” forms to several agencies.

Failing to receive a response from our efforts to reach individual agencies, PEN America repeatedly sent copies of all Requests for Comment—in Mandarin and English—to the Chinese Embassy to the United States, requesting that they forward these Requests to the relevant agencies. We similarly sent Mandarin-language copies of all Requests for Comment to the Chinese Permanent Mission to the United Nations, and to the Chinese Embassy to the United Kingdom, with a similar request.

Despite the entirety of these efforts, PEN America did not receive any response from any government agency.

Media Organizations

PEN America also reached out to various media organizations who are prominently mentioned in the report, either to arrange an interview or to request comments. Although many current and former employees of media organizations have their stories included in this report, we also wished to ensure that foreign media organizations themselves were afforded the opportunity to respond.

For interviews, PEN America reached out to Reuters, the Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, and Bloomberg News to request an interview. Bloomberg News and Reuters declined to be interviewed. The New York Times did not respond. The Wall Street Journal responded, setting up a phone interview with Deputy Editor-in-Chief Rebecca Blumenstein. Additionally, Rebecca Blumenstein provided PEN America with the below statement, reproduced in full:

“Since its launch, 40 years ago, WSJ Asia has grown into an authoritative, trusted news source for coverage, analysis and insight on China’s growing influence on everything from global markets and economics to the political landscape. With hundreds of journalists and translators across more than a dozen bureaus, WSJ Asia has created a legacy of impactful reporting like 2007’s Pulitzer Prize winning ‘Naked Capitalism’ and Jeremy Page’s Bo Xilai coverage. It is a legacy we are committed to furthering.”

PEN America also reached out to The Economist, Fortune Magazine, and the Financial Times, requesting comment on differences between English-language coverage and Chinese-language coverage, in early August. PEN America similarly reached out to Die Zeit requesting comment on any editorial policies regarding registering Chinese news assistants. The Economist responded; their response has been included within the body of the report, and is reproduced in full below. Fortune Magazine, the Financial Times, and Die Zeit did not respond.

PEN America includes in this Appendix an English-language version and a Chinese-language version of our Request for Comment to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as an example of the requests sent to seven different entities within the Chinese government. Additionally, PEN America includes our request for comment to the Economist, and the Economist reply.
Mr. Lu Kang  
Director  
Information Department  
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People's Republic of China  
No. 2 Chaoyangmen Nandajie  
Chaoyang District, Beijing 100701  

August 17, 2016  

Dear Director Lu Kang,  

I am writing on behalf of PEN America, an organization of writers and journalists dedicated to defending free expression and celebrating literature, and part of a network of over 140 PEN Centers worldwide.  

PEN America is preparing a report on restrictions faced by foreign journalists and news bureaus operating in the mainland, in light of China’s obligation to protect free expression under its Constitution as well as international law. The report focuses primarily on challenges faced by foreign journalists and news organizations reporting on sensitive issues in a manner that is perceived to be critical of the government and its officials.  

We would like respectfully offer the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) the opportunity to respond to allegations covered in our report that the Ministry, among other departments of the Chinese government, has been involved in pressuring foreign journalists and news organizations to restrict their coverage. We will be sure to include, or respond to, any responsive comments that the Ministry is prepared to provide before Friday, August 26th 2016.  

1. Officials at the MOFA have called or met with journalists at foreign news organizations in China to complain about critical coverage;  
2. Officials at the MOFA have threatened to not renew foreign journalists’ press credentials to pressure the journalists not to work on stories critical of the Chinese government or certain government officials;  
3. Officials at the MOFA have postponed the processing of foreign journalists’ press card applications to express displeasure with the journalists’ critical coverage of China or certain government officials.  

Thank you for your attention to this matter. If you would like more information about the allegations concerning the Ministry, we would be happy to provide. I look forward to your reply.  

Sincerely,  

Suzanne Nossel  
Executive Director  
PEN America
外交部新闻司 陆慷司长
朝阳门南大街 2 号
朝阳区 北京 100701

2016 年 8 月 17 日

尊敬的陆慷司长：

您好！我谨代表美国笔会中心，一个由作家组成，关注言论自由与推广文学的组织。我们也是全球一百四十个国际笔会中心的一员。

我们正在着手准备一份关于外国记者与媒体在华之现状的报告，我们将提到中国在宪法与国际法下对保护言论自由的承诺。这份报告关注的重点包括外国在华记者与媒体在采访政府及其官员较敏感话题时所面对的挑战。

我们希望可以向外交部提供一个对这份报道评论的机会。具体来讲，我们在报道中提到，外交部与中国政府的其他机构一起，曾经对外国记者与媒体的选题进行过一些限制。我们将把外交部的见解包括在报告之内，或者对你们的评论进行回复。如若中国政府能在八月二十六日前提供关于以下内容的回复，我们将十分感谢：

1. 外交部的官员曾经通过电话或者面对面的形式，告知外国媒体在华记者对批判性报道的不满；
2. 外交部的官员曾经威胁外国媒体的记者，称不为他们的记者签证进行续签，以对记者进行的对中国政府及其官员的批判性报道进行施压；
3. 外交部的官员曾经拖延处理外国记者的记者签证申请，从而向外国记者进行的对中国政府及其官员的批判性报道表示不满。

十分感谢您的关注。如果你们希望得到更多关于这些内容的信息，我们将十分乐意提供。我们希望得到您的回复。

专此，敬颂
时祺

Suzanne Nossel
美国笔会中心
执行主任
Dear Ms. Minton Bedoes,

I am writing on behalf of PEN America, an organization of writers dedicated to defending free expression and celebrating literature, of which I am the executive director. PEN is preparing a report examining the pressures faced by foreign news organizations and journalists reporting on mainland China. The report will explore challenges including the politicization of decisions to approve visa applications and renewals for foreign journalists, restrictions on where foreign journalists are permitted to travel and what issues they can cover, a campaign of harassment and intimidation against Chinese news assistants who work closely with foreign outlets, and other forms of retaliation against news outlets.

PEN’s goal for this report is to illuminate the increasingly difficult reporting environment on the mainland, and to underscore the consequences if Chinese authorities continue to crack down on foreign reporting. As you know, the foreign press is virtually the only source of information and scrutiny concerning essential developments of profound national and international concern, including the 2008 tainted milk scandal and the recent volatility of China’s stock market. The need for access to objective reporting on the country and its government is more important than ever. Reliable, thorough investigative journalism is essential to efforts to bring more transparency to the decisions of the Chinese government and state-owned businesses, and to Chinese citizens’ ability to demand accountability of their officials. Good journalism also supplies a crucial flow of information from mainland to diplomats and policymakers in countries with close ties to China, as well as to the numerous corporations and investors that do business in China.

The report will also discuss actions taken by different news outlets which may reflect a response to the various pressures exerted by Chinese authorities, or editorial decisions which may have been affected by these pressures. In this regard, PEN writes to the Economist for comment.

As part of the research for this report, PEN has conducted a comparison of reporting on China available on the English- and Chinese-language sites of several international news organizations. Our comparison of the Economist’s English- and Chinese-language sites indicated that while an April 7 Economist article “The Panama Papers embarrass
China’s leaders,” was offered on the Economist’s English-language website, it did not appear on the bilingual mobile app The Economist Global Business Review, accessible in China in both English and Chinese. Additionally, the Economist cover story “Beware the cult of Xi” was similarly not published on the bilingual app.

PEN is writing to offer the Economist an opportunity to comment on whether these apparent differences in the Economist’s coverage on its main website and its coverage on the Economist Global Business Review are the result of specific editorial decisions or procedures, whether formal or informal. More generally, any information you could provide on the Economist’s procedures for determining which English-language articles are selected for translation and placement on the Chinese site would be appreciated.

We look forward to your reply, and thank you for your consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Suzanne Nossel
Executive Director
PEN America
Dear Ms Nossel,

Thank you for your letter. I appreciate the opportunity to clarify The Economist’s products and processes regarding content in Chinese, as I fear there may have been some misunderstanding about what we do.

In your letter you say that your research involves a “comparison of reporting on China available on the English and Chinese language sites”. However, unlike some other international news organisations, we do not have a Chinese-language site for the weekly Economist. Our Global Business Review is a bilingual app offered to readers globally that presents a selection of our best business, finance and technology stories from around the world. It is not, and was never intended to be, a Chinese-language version of the weekly newspaper. Your letter also asks whether differences between our weekly newspaper and GBR are the “result of specific editorial decisions or procedures”, raising the question of whether they “reflect a response to various pressures exerted by Chinese authorities”. The answer is yes, they are the result of clear and well-established editorial procedures—and no, they most certainly are not the result of pressure from any government. GBR is a global bilingual business product, and offers global stories for a global audience. The choice of which business, finance and science stories to translate is made by the editor of GBR, who reports to me. The two stories you refer to in your letter, about Chinese politics, would not have been published in GBR regardless of what country they were about because they fall outside the scope of the app’s business mandate.

I hope this clarification is useful. If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to get in touch.

Yours sincerely,

Zanny Minton Beddoes
Editor-in-Chief
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